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•Orono town meeting

Orono town council discusses
details of party, noise ordinances
By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
The Orono Town Council discussed and
argued over a proposed party and noise
control ordinance Monday night, but came
to no definite conclusions since the ordi
nances are only in their formative stages.
The proposed ordinances were part of
the discussion period of the meeting which
was held at the Keith Anderson Community
House in Orono.
After Town Manager Nancy On ex
plained what the proposed party ordinance
would cover and said it would be undergoing some review, there were a number of
comments from council members and from
the audience.
Brent Littlefield, vice-president of Student Government, who spoke as a member
of the audience, said he was worried about
"a guilty until proven innocent attitude"
with the proposed ordinance. He noted the
proposed ordinance was written as "student
party ordinance" on the agenda and thought
it was meant to single out students.
On said "non-student parties can cause
just as much problems as student parties,"
but several council members disagreed.
Councilor Lawrence Pixley said he thought
the ordinance was "outright discrimination"
and added "it's too Draconian for me."
James Balinger, another member of the
council, agreed and said he was not in favor
of pursuing the ordinance.
On said the ordinance was meant to
deal with "large, large gatherings, like 101
North Main St 'S

•General Student Senate

By Kim Dineen
The General Student Senate passed a
resolution last night allowing two more referendum questions to be added to tomorrow's ballot.
Before the meeting,two referendums were
to be voted on;one asking if students favored
a $2.50 raise in the activity fee and the other,
a non-binding question, asking if students
favored desegregation of parking stickers.
Now two new questions, both non-binding, also will appear on the ballot.
•"Do you feel that the Reserve Officers'
Training Corps(ROTC) program should remain at UMaine?"
•"Do you feel that Interim President Hitt
should become the permanent president ofthe
University of Maine campus?"
Student government president Stavros
Mendros sponsored this resolution.
"I want to use this as a survey," Mendros
said. "I don't want people to be bombarded
with propaganda about the issues, this way
we'll get their honest opinions."
The results would be similar to an opinion
poll. If th,!. second question passes, Mendros
said he feels it urgent to present the students'

•Student Government

Students face
referendum
questions
Thursday
By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer

Two referendums proposed by student
government are on the table tomorrow.
The first one requests a raise in the activity
fee, from $20.00 to $22.50. The second one,
a non-binding referendum, deals with desegregation of parking stickers.
From its beginning in 1%8, the activity
fee has provided student government with
funds to sponsor a variety of activities on
campus. All students who take at least six
eredit hours are assessed the mandatory $20.00
fee.This amounts to approximately $370,000
annually.
The extra $2.50 would generate approximately $50,000, according to Stavros MenNancy Orr, town manager of Orono, explains how
the proposed party ordidros, student government president. That
nance will help deal with "large, large gatherings,
like 101 North Main St."
money would be used to accommodate for
(Baer photo.)
cost-of-living salary increases, and would
allow more funding for boards and clubs.
After a number of council members would affect Orono'
s farms.
"Boards and clubs are strapped; costs are
talked about different exemptions to the
"Are we going to stop a rooster from
going
up,"Mendros said. "The raise would be
noise ordinance,such as construction work crowing? Or a
jackass he-hawing?"he asked. used
for
student government overall."
and heavy equipment,some town councilOn said the town is in the process of
Brent
Littlefield, vice-president of student
ors voiced their concerns about any effects addressing the
problem of noise but said the govern
ment,
listed some of the activities that
on local business.
review of the ordinance will help address
might notcontinue without the additional funds.
Council member Francis Martin said he such problems.
Some possibilities are Thursday night at the Den
thought the ordinance introduced "out of
Littlefield also questioned what kind of
and the late Night Local. In addition, student
state values" into the community.
standards would be used tojudge what would
govenurrnt might not be able to donate to
"When we start telling a business when constitute a disturb
ance.
Maine Day or to any spring club activity.
they can start operating I think we're runMartin later said that he believed the earliest
Last semester,students voted on the same
ning into problems," he said.
time a public hearing on the proposed ordinancissue, but student government was asking for
Martin also wondered if the ordinance es could be held
would be in February.
a $5.00 increase then. The referendum was
soundly defeated.
If this referendum passes, it would take
affect next semester.
The second referendum asks,"Do you favor
having one parking stickerfor all students,rather
than the current [nouns where resident and
support of Hitt to Dr. George Wood,chair of ROTC." The
resolution stated that "ROTC commuter students are segrega
ted?"
the presidential search committee, before the has become
a hot issue at the university and
Under
the
current
policy,
four types of
University of Central Florida announces its we, as the
official representatives of the stu- parking decals are issued
and
four types of
decision for its new president Dec. 4. Hitt is dent body,
need to take a stand on the issue." parking lots exist: residen
t,
commut
er,faculone of six candidates for the position at UCF.
Mendros was also the sponsor of this ty and staff.
Sour senators disagreed with Mendros' po- resolution.
According to Mendros, the data
•Cars with faculty decalscan park in any lot;
sition and said these issues were being 'railroad- from the
referendum question will be a start• cars with staff decals can park in staff,
ed' through(iSS;they also worried that students ing point
for the committee to evaluate stu- commuter, or resident lots;
wouldn't have time to getenough information on dents' positio
ns on ROTC's existence.
• cars with commuter decals can park in
the issues before voting tomorrow.
Two resolutions addressing discrimina- commuter and
resident lots;
"President Mendros talks about an honest tion were also
discussed. One was withdrawn
• cars with resident decals can park in
opinion from the students. If we waited on by the sponso
r and the other was defeated.
resident lots.
this, would we get a non-honest opinion?"
Jill Harmon sponsored both resolutions.
"I think that parking should be desegreasked senator Jillliarmon."The use of propa- One
had been brought up at four previous gated for everybody,"
Littlefield said. "Deganda he refers to, that's not what it is, it's meetin
gs; it proposed an addition to student segregation would treat
all students as equals.
information."
government'sconstitution,stating that nocI ub It would also
free up public safety from being
"In my personal opinion. I have some which
discriminates or is affiliated with a club ticket officers."
reservations about the senate voting on this that
discriminates would be eligible for stuSince this resolution is non-binding, if it
Tuesday night and 36 hours later presenting it dent
government funding.
passes,
it wouldn't change the current system.
to the students to vote on,"said Bill Reed,chair
Harmon agreed with the Racial Under- Instead, it would
serve as a mandate to the
of the Fair Election Practices Commission.
standing committee's recommendation that 1)epartnient
of
Public
Safety stating what the
The resolution passed by an 18-6 vote this ought
not pass. Harmon withdrew the student body wants.
with one abstention.
resolution and plans to bring it up again in a
Off-campus students can vote in the Me"There has been plenty of information meeting
next semester.
morial
Union from 9ant to6 p.m.On-campus
about ROTC lately on campus," said senator
The defeated resolution would have sent a students, except those
living in Hart or HanDiane Dostie."If you really represent people, letter to
Scott Anchors,director of Residential cock Hall, can vote in their
dining commons
you will let them vote on it."
Life,requesting that discriminating organiza- from 11 a.m.
to
1
p.m.,
then
from
4:30 p.m. to
GSS also approved the formation of a tions not
he allowed to recruit members in 6:30 p.m. Residents from Hart
or
Hancoc
k can
committee to "propose an official stance on residential
life areas.
vote in Han Hall during the same hours.

Two questions added to Thursday's ballot
Staff Writer
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NewsBriefs
•Political unrest

•President of Somalia overthrown by rival leader
• Weekend killings in Colombia lead to 37 deaths
• Nerve gas leak detected at army storage site
•Guerrilla warfare

Somalian president overthrown by
clan leader after two days offighting Colombian violence leaves 37 dead in
weekend massacres, guerrilla clashes

NAIROBI, Kenya(AP)— The president
of Somalia was overthrown Monday
by
1 a rival clan leader, sources
quoted the nation's official radio as sayi
ng.
The radio report could not be immediat
ely confirmed.
The sources, who include diplomats and
aid workers, quoted Radio Mogadishu
as saying
that Gen. Mohamed Farrah Aidid had
toppled President Ali Mahdi Mohamed.
Ah
Mahd
i had
ruled the Horn of Africa nation for 10
months. The sources spoke on condition
of anonymity.
The report follows two days offighting
in Mogadishu,the Somalian capital, betw
een tribal
factions of the ruling United Somali Cong
ress that overthrew President Mohame
d
Siad
Barre
in January and named Ali Mahd
i to the top post of the strategically locat
ed
coun
try
betw
een
the Red Sea and Indian Ocean.
The radio report was monitored in
Mogadishu by aid agencies who spok
e to their
representatives after hearing the broadcas
t, sources in Nairobi said.
Ali Mahdi's whereabouts are unknown,
the sources said.
Nearly all telecommunications to Somalia
were severed during street fighting in Janu
ary that
ended Siad Barre's 21-year rule. Diplomat
ic sources say up to 20,000 people died
in
those
battles.
Since then, Ali Mahdi's government had
failed to extend its control beyond the capit
al, ad
Somalia's south remains driven by triba
l feuds. The north has remained peaceful.

•Sexual assault

Teen in youth center
for alleged sexual attack
BANGOR (AP),— A 17-year-old boy accu
sed of
abducting and sexually assaulting an 8-year
-old girl last
week had been released from the Maine Yout
h Center.
Clayton Byrum, who was charged Mond
ay with kidnapping and gross sexual assault, had
been on "entrustment
status," a conditional release similar to
probation that was
imposed by the youth center.
After he arraignment, Byrum was sent back
to the Maine
Youth Center.
The court decided Monday that Byrum will
remain in state
custody pending a later hearing to dete
rmine whether he will
be tried as an adult or as a juvenile.
Assistant District Attorney Sharon Silb
erman-liummels
said it probably would be appropriate to
try him as an adult.

BOGOTA,Colombia(AP)— The government Monday said
37 Colombians had
been killed in weekend massacres, guerrilla clashes and
a police shootout.
Police said five were killed Sunday in Medellin,Colombia's
second-largest city
and home of a powerful cocaine cartel, when assai
lants in a car and a motorcycle opened
fire on people eating snacks on a street corner.
Five young men were sh9t to death Saturday insi
de a Medellin residence, police said.
The mayor of the city, Omar Florez, and poli blam
ce
ed "popular militias" — vigilante
squads that roam Medellin streets killing anyo
ne they deem undesirable, including drug
addicts and prostitutes.
Vigilante squads emerged partly in response
to drug-sponsored gangs that terrorized
Medellin throughout the 1980s.
Guerrilla fighting occurred early Monday
in North Santander province, where the
Simon Bolivar Guerrilla Front was in a shoo
tout with police that authorities said left two
rebels and a policeman dead.
In the northern banana-growing region of Urab
a, six rebels and an army soldier died
during combat late Sunday and early Mond
ay, said a regional army report.
Peace talks between the front and the governme
nt are scheduled to resume in February
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•Theft

Man steals beer, again
BIDDEFORD(AP)— A man who made
his getaway in an electric wheelchair wascharged with
stealing
two 12-packs of beer from a supermarket,
police said.
Robert J. Roderick,45, a regular customer at
Super Shop
'n Save, was videotaped hiding a 12-pack
of beer in a bag and
riding away; without paying on Nov. 9, polic
e said.
He was stopped outside the store when he
returned Friday
morning and took another 12-pack, police said.
A police report said Roderick refused to coop
erate with
store employees and rode off again — this time with
employees in pursuit. He was issued a summons after bein
g stopped
by a police officer.

4

•Sleepy standoff

Standoff uneventful
OMAHA, Neb.(AP) — Police tipped that a man
might be suicidal and dangerous surrounded his home
for
six hours,calling to him through bullhornsand ringing
his
telephone — but the man peacefully slept through it
all.
"I'm very embarrassed for this to happen to me," said
James E. Stennis.
Police said it all began when Stennis' sister and broth
er
stopped by his house to visit Sunday and got no answer when
they knocked at the door.
Stennis said his sister, Lavone Stennis, apparently called
police and said he could be suicidal and had a gun.
Stennis said he had gone out Sunday morning, drank too
much and returned home about noon and went to sleep.

5

•Fire

'Suspicious' fire kills
two in Waterville
WATERVILLE (AP)-- The bodies
of a man
and woman were discovered in a hous
e gutted by a
fire early Monday morning that investigat
ors classified as "suspicious."
The bodies were removed to Augusta
for further examination by the state Medical Examiner
's office, said Stephen McCausland,spokesman for the
state Department of
Public Safety.
The fire was under control within
20 minutes after
firefighters arrived at 5:40 a.m. at the
scene of the fire in a
two-story, single-family home on Rese
rvoir Street on the
north side of the central Maine city,
said Steve Marquis of
the Waterville Fire Department.
McCausland said investigators from
the state police
Crime Laboratory joined officials from
the state fire marshal's office, city police and city
fire officials at the scene.
Authorities were investigating seve
ral tips, including
reports from neighbors who said they
heard gunshots before
the house caught fire, McCausland said.
Investigators were expected to return
to the scene Tuesday to continue sifting through debris from
the house,he said.

6

•Chemical leak

Leak of nerve gas
detected at army plant
NEWPORT,Ind.(AP)— A tiny amou
nt of deadly
VX nerve agent leaked from a stora
ge cannister at the
Newport Army Ammunition Plant last
week, the first
such escape in 23 years, an Army
spokesman said Monday.
Experts claim the nerve agent is
so lethal that one
drop on the skin could kill a
person in three to 10
minutes, but spokesman Bob
Whistine said there was
never any danger to employee
s or the public. The
amount leaked was less than
one-50th of a standard
drop, no greater in volume than
the amount of lead at the
point of a sharpened pencil,
he said.
The leak was detected Thursday
during routine surveillance of one-ton,carbon -stee
l storage cannisters, and it was
confirmed Friday night after
laboratory tests, he said.
Whistine said the chemical
escaped from a valve on a
storage container kept in
a sealed room in a storage
building. Every person work
ing in that area of the plant
must wear suits that protect
them from exposure to the
deadly agent he said.
The leaking cannister was
removed for repairs on the
valve, expected within two
weeks, Whistine said.

7

•Bottle drive

•Guest speaker

Greeks work together Roe vs Wade attorney
to help family in need to speak today at MCA
By Beverly A. Gabe
Staff Writer
Greek organizations searched the University of Maine grounds and the surrounding community on a mission of mercy last
Sunday.
Bottles and cans were collected to benefit
Jean Noddin, a mother of two terminally ill
children who require expensive medical care.
"Noddin has two terminally ill children

"When we were planning it
(the bottle drive) we weren't
sure how much
participation would be
involved but I think it went
very well."
-Paul Lasowski, Alpha
Gamma Rho
that need to be transported to Bangor each
day for treatment," said Jen Cochrane,
spokesperson for Volunteers in Community
Effort and member of the Greek system.
A target of $2,000 was the amount to be
raised between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. to give
financial help to Noddin.
Noddin spends a lot of money transporting
her c:iildren to the Levenson Center each day.

The children, Charlie, five, and Matthew, three, have non-ketonic hyperglycemia,a disease that causes common seizures
and basic paralysis. Non-ketonic hyperglycemia has no known cure.
Greeks knocked on doors all over campus and in the surrounding area asking for
bottles and cans.
"When we were planning it (the bottle
drive) we weren't sure how much participation would be involved but I think it went
very well,"said Paul Lasowski,a member of
the planning board for the bottle drive and a
brother from Alpha Gamma Rho.
"Some Greeks came by my dorm room on
Sunday. I remember last year some people
came by collecting but they weren't Greeks,"
said Sue Taylor, an on-campus student.
The event was organized by the Greek
system and members ofthe various UMaine
fraternities and sororities participated in the
bottle drive.
—They came to my door at about noon and
asked for my bottles and cans,I gave them two
bags of returnables, I figured it was for a good
cause," said Amy Rice,an off-campus student.
Bottles and cans were collected at the
Steam Plant parking lot and Fox 104.7, a
local radio station, broadcast the event from
their remote van.
"I think it went off very well, we raised
a lot of money," Cochrane said.
According to Dale Young, president of
the Pan-Hellenic organization, all the bottles and cans are still being counted at the
Old Town Redemption Center.

By Joe Sampson
Staff Writer
The Guest Lecture Series will be sponsoring a discussion tonight by Sarah Weddington,the defense attorney for"Jane Roe"in the
famous 1973 Roe vs. Wade case.
The discussion will take place in the Maine
Center for the Arts at 8 p.m.
Weddington was the lawyer who successfully defended her client,"Jane Roe",and the
constitutional right to abortion in the landmark 1973 Supreme Court case.
"While I do not know much about her
legal counsel, she was involved in one of the
most hotly debated issues in the last few
decades,"said Ken Hayes,Chairperson of the
Political Science depatunent.
"It is my hunch she could cast some interesting observations on how the current courts are
likely to deal with the atiortion issue,"Hayes said.
Weddington, who is presently a history
and government lecturer at the University of
Texas and Texas Women's University, has
been an acknowledged force in fields such as
law, education, government and corporate
policy-making.
At age 21,she was among the first women to
graduatefrom the UniversityoffexasLaw School.
She was 26 years old when she was involved in
Roe vs. Wade,which ensured women to the right
to terminate an unwanted pregnancy.
"She is a very respected person and it is a
great opportunity for students and faculty,"said
associate Professor Ann Schonberger, Director
of the Women in the Curriculum program.
In 1977,Weddington was appointed gen-

Sarah Weddington, the attorney in
the case of Roe vs. Wade, will speak
today at the Maine Center for the Arts
at 8 p.m.
eral counsel for the U.S. Department of Agriculture under former President Jimmy Carter,
where she directed more than 200 attorneys.
Carter named Waddington his assistant for
women's affairs, a duty she performed for three
years, directing administrative policy on women's issues and serving as a political liaison.
In addition to legal work,Weddington served
three years in the Texas House of Representatives, and became the first person to hold an
endowed chair at the University ofNew Mexico.
Weddington also writes a monthly Washington Report for "Glamour" magazine on
constitutional, legal and women's issues.

•Navy plans

Brunswick Naval Air Station target new squadron ofP-3 Orions

BRUNSWICK (AP) — An announce- mately 320 new military personnel to Brunswick because the base could accommodate
ment that a new squadron is coming to swick and a payroll in excess of $7 million,
another squadron without any additional milBrunswick Naval Air Station will spread Sens. George Mitchell and William Cohen
itary construction or cost to the base.
holiday cheer in a local economy hit hard by announced Monday evening in a statement
Navy officials have not formulated a timelayoffs at the base and Bath Iron Works, from Washington.
table for the reapportionment of the aircraft
officials say.
The P-3 Orion anti-submarine aircraft are but expect the squadron to be transferre
d
"This is the best holiday present the being transferred from Moffett Field Naval
between fall 1992 and fall 1993.
town could get," said Wanda Plumer, pres- Air Station in California, which was ordered
Two other bases, Barber's Point in Haident of the Brunswick Area Chamber of shut down by 1995.
waii,and Jacksonville,Fla.,will receive squadCommerce.
Mitchell and Cohen said they argued for rons from Moffett.
The new squadron will bring approxi- moving some of Moffett's planes to Brun"It's an optimistic note among so many
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negative notes. Just to hear some good news
will have a good effect" on morale of local
residents, said David C. Gleason, who heads
a Brunswick economic task force.
Gleason said the new squadron shows that
the Navy has at least a short-term commitment to keeping the base open.
"I think it spells out the fact that the Navy
is still committed to the Brunswick area. It
gives us perhaps a little more breathing room,"
Gleason said.

ring your Microscope!
to scope out and meet the first candidate
for the position of Director of
the Maine Center for the Arts. There will be
a reception for students, faculty, staff
and others interested in getting a sneak
preview of the next MCA director.
Wednesday, November 20th, 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Bodwell Dining Area at The Maine Center for the Arts

NationaNews

• Duke considers entering GOP presidential primaries
• State Dept praises Syria, Iran for role in hostage release
• Prozac defense shot down in California murder case

•GOP primaries

Duke considering running against Bush for GOP nomination
WASHINGTON (AP) - David Duke is
considering a Republican challenge to President Bush next year that could force the
White House to fend off dual attacks from
the right in the GOP primaries.
Duke said Monday he had authorized
supporters to explore the possibility of him
entering some GOP presidential primaries.
The former Ku Klux Klansman said-if he
runs, his goal will be to force Bush "to
adhere to the principles of the party and stop
the drifting to the left that we've had so
long."
Also mulling a challenge to Bush—and
for much the same reason—is commentator
Patrick J. Buchanan,a harsh critic who says
the president has abandoned the GOP's conservative base.

Neither Buchanan nor Duke is likely to
pose any serious threat to Bush's nomination, but they could disrupt White House
plans to focus on the November general
election while Democrats battle for their
party's crown.
"It's a free country, anybody can run,"
said GOP strategist Charles Black, a member of the White House political team.
Should Duke run, most believe his goal
would be to pick up enough delegates in
Republican primaries to be a presence at
next summer's national convention.
Most states award all their GOP convention delegates to the candidate who gets the
most primary votes. But Duke could win
delegates in states such as Tennessee, Arkansas, Idaho, South Dakota and his native

Louisiana that mete out delegates proportionally based on each candidate's primary
showing.
The White House, for obvious reasons,
would prefer that both Buchanan and Duke
take their presidential campaigns no further
that the exploratory phase. But the administration is treating the two potential challengers very differently.
"He's a great American," White House
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said Monday
of Buchanan, a hero of GOP conservatives
whose presidential decision is expected
around Thanksgiving.
Fitzwater had a much more critical assessment of Duke: "He couldn't win in
Louisiana. We don't see him winning anywhere else. We don't think he should be

elected or should be involved in politics."
Duke is mulling his political future after
losing the Louisiana governor's race to Democrat Edwin Edwards in a landslide on Saturday.
On Monday, he bashed Bush for compromising with congressional Democrats
on civil rights legislation - calling it a "civil
wrongs bill"- and sought to cast himself in
the same mold as Buchanan.
"I believe that I've been a catalyst in
making political change in the United States
of America," Duke said."In many ways I'm
concerned about the present drift of the
Republican Party in America. The mainstream Republicans agree with the policies
that I hold and policies of men like Patrick
Buchanan."

•Hostages

Bush administration credits Syria and Iran for hostage release
By Terence Hunt

White House Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Bush administration is crediting Syria and Iran, two
nations it accuses of bankrolling terrorists,
with helping win the release of longtime
hostages Thomas Sutherland and Terry
Waite in Lebanon.
The administration's praise was in sharp

contrast to earlier denouncements of Syria
and Iran. Both countries are listed by the
State Department as sponsors of terrorism,
and Lebanon has functioned largely under
Syria's influence.
White House press secretary Marlin Fitzwater said,"I don't know what their specific
role was. They had some influence."
Last week. President Bush said that Syria had gotten "a bum rap" for the 1988

Spring Break '92
Packages Are Here!
Cancun
Jamaica

$449
from $459

bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Scotland, which killed all 259 people on the
plane and 11 on the ground. The United
States indicted two Libyans for the bombing
and said there was no evidence of Syrian or
Iranians involvement.
The administration said its joy over the
hostage's release was tempered by the continued captivity of three other Americans.
"The three remaining American hos-

tages and the other hostages being held in
Lebanon must be reunited with their loved
ones and there must be a full accounting of
all those who have died in captivity and
the return of their remains," Fitzwater
said.
The longest-held hostage is Terry Anderson, chief Middle East correspondent for
The Associated Press. Anderson, 44. was
seized on March 16, 1985.
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This.,
Holiday Season,
Shop At the Store with the
Lowest Wholesale Prices!

from

Panama City
Beach, Florida

from

$199

Orlando, Walt
Disney World

from

$119

rates are 7 nights quad accommodations. with hotel taxes and service charge
•Jamaica and Cancun include AT airfare from Boston • Florida destinations
do
not include airfare • Panama City Beach has optional AT bus available

HEWINSiCarlson Travel Network
owl
For more exclusive details, call 581-1400 or
stop by HEWINS/CTN, the official travelagency
of the University of Maine, located on the first
floor of Chadbourne Hall and talk to Margret,
Sandy and Karen!

Nobody can beat WHOLESALE DEPOT prices on great, namebrand merchandise, like:
• televisions/vcr's
• hardware
• sporting goods
• jewelry
• health & beauty aids
• stereos
• eye glasses
• power tools
• cameras/film
• domestics
• fresh produce

• tires/automotive supplies
• toys
• cigarettes
• gourmet food items
• snacks
• prepack deli
• prepared dinners
• canned/frozen foods
• books
• beer/wine
• office supplies

Holiday Hours(November 10 - December 23)
Monday - Friday, 10am - 10prn
Saturday, 9am - lOpm
Sunday, 10am - 5prn
Business Hours
Monday - Friday, 9am - 10am
Telephone
1-800-284-3376
Locations
Bangor
Westgate Mall, 915 Union Street
Augusta
J&D Business Park, 55 Industrial Drive
Auburn
110 Mount Auburn Avenue
Waterford, CT.
Crass Road Centre, 167Parkway North

r-

WHOLESALE ONE-DAY
SHOPPNG
1
1 12o 1)14 I PASS

fic Pr

None

Phone_
Authorized purchases at
wholesale prices plus 5%.
Cash only.
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•Parking violation

•Murder trial

Police arrest welfare mother Woman who strangled mother with
for unpaid parking tickets Venetian blind cord ruled sane
ICEENE,N.H.(AP)— Police who arrested a welfare mother Ale she was cooking
dinner for her children said she had ample
time to address an unpaid parking ticket and
avoid spending the night in jail.
Regina Capo could have arranged to pay
the $72 ticket over time but"failed miserably"
by not contacting Keene District Court, especially after ajudge issued an arrest warrant for
her, said Police Chief Thomas Powers.
"The real situation here is the lady didn't
have to get arrested," Chief Powers told The
Keene Sentinel on Monday."So personally, I
don't have any sympathy for her."
Police took Capo from her apartment
Wednesday evening as she was cooking dinner for her children, ages 1 and 3. She and
about 20 other people were rounded up for a
special night court session.
She said she didn't pay the Aug. 24 ticket
for failing to come to a complete stop because
she didn't have the money and that she didn't
appear at a September court date because she
was thinking of fighting the ticket.
Capo said the police told her she would
be home in an heitir if she made bail. She
couldn't, and Judge Richard J. Talbert sent
her to the county jail. She said she told
Talbert she was worried about her children,
but he said welfare officials would pick them
up in the morning.
"He was very hard with me,and!couldn't
understand why," she said. "I was pleading
with him."
Talbert told the paper he would not cow-

ment on the case specifically last week."We
deal with cases the way they come through the
door," he said last week. "If people have
circumstances, they explain them, and we
make a decision on them."
Capo was relea.sed the next morning when
her friend scraped together $116,some from
Capo's mother, for her bail.
Capo's story outraged some in Keene,
where it has consumed hours on a radio talk
show and prompted numerous calls to the
Sentinel.
Powers said Capo told the officers who
arrested and handcuffed her that it was fine to
leave the children with the friend. Butshe disputed that,saying she wouldn't have left them with
him overnight because of his drinking.
"He could have fallen asleep with a cigarette," she said. "He could have left the
house drunk."
Powers also said it is up to the individual
officers to decide whether to handcuff the
suspects. In this case, he said officers acted
appropriately when they handcuffed Capo
outside her apartment.
"I would have cuffed her right away myself," he said.
A woman recently charged with killing
four people in Vermont was described as nice
by co-workers and neighbors. Powers noted.
But authorities say she had a pistol in her car
seat, a bomb in her trunk and a knife in her bra
when she was arrested, he said.
"A police officer's life is paramount as far
as we're concerned," he said.

Thank you,
God.

By Laura Myers
Associated Press Writer
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) — A woman
who strangled her mother with a Venetian
blind cord and blamed the killing on a Prozacinduced rage has psychological problems
but was legally sane at the time, a judge
ruled Monday.
Santa Clara County Superior Court Judge
John Mclnerny called the July 24, 1990,
killing of Lucille Bloomer a "slam dunk
case of murder."
"I don't find that your client's mental
illness was serious enough that it had anything to do with the crime," Mclnerny told
the attorney for the defendant,Gail Ransom.
"lam convinced that Prozac was not a
factor," he added.
Prozac is a widely prescribed antidepressant that some critics say can cause
violent emotional problems. Doctors disagree about its possible dangers. The U.S.
Food and Drug Administration in September ruled there was no need to put warning
labels on the drug.
Mclnerny on Nov. 12 rejected Ransom's
"Prozac defense" when he convicted her of
voluntary manslaughter in a non-jury trial.
Sentencing is set for Jan. 9.
Ransom, 40, cried softly when the sanity

BLOOD
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verdict was re.ad, then refused to comment
when her attorney led her outofthe courtroom.
Ransom,a mental health nurse in Clovis,
drove 100 miles to San Jose to kill her
mother, then immediately confessed to police. The murder occurred nearly six months
after Ransom began taking Prozac.
Ransom's attorney Barbara Fargo said
she considers the conviction of the lesser
voluntary manslaughter instead of seconddegree murder acknowledgment that Ransom wasn't responsible for her actions. Fargo hopes her client gets probation.
"She's not a danger to anyone. She has
been a law-abiding citizen all of her life
except for one day and I assume she will
remain a law-abiding citizen," Fargo said.
Deputy District Attorney Jack Marshall
called thejudge's sanity ruling "another nail
in the coffin of the Prozac defense."
Ransom said she killed her mother because she "laughed in my face" when Ransom confronted her about a lifetime of physical and mental abuse. She told police she
had planned to shoot her mother, but didn't
want to wait 15 days for a background check
needed to buy a gun.
The judge called the killing a case of
"provocation" unlike any he had ever seen
and acknowledged that Ransom suffered at
the hands of her mother.

Oxford Hall, 2-7 p.m. today
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Sarah Weddington

Thanksgiving break is almost
here (finally) and we at "The
Campus" will be starting our
holiday festivities on Monday,
November 25th and will not
return until Tuesday, December
3rd. Therefore, our publication
dates will be as follows:

•Issue #31. Monday, November 25th
•Thanksgiving Break Nov. 26th-29th
*Issue #32: Wednesday, December 4th

Defense Council for "Jane Roe"

in Roe vs. Wade
Wednesday Nov. 20, 8:00 pm
Maine Center for the Arts

Free to the public

WorldNews

•Two hostages released in Lebanon,others may soon follow
• Chile courts upholds convictions in Washington bombing
• Croatian troops in Vukovar ordered to surrender

•Hostage release

Terry Waite, Thomas Sutherland reunited with loved ones
By G.G. Labelle

Americans will be freed, hopefully," Suther- March
16, 1985.
leases have been part of a broad exchange
land said early today upon arriving at RheinI.N. Secretary-General Javier Perez de involving freedom for Arab prisoners
held by
Main Air Force base outside Frankfurt.
Cuellar—who has led recent efforts to free the Israel and an accounting of Israeli
DAMASCUS,Syria(AP)— Former hosfighter
s
"It feels awfully good to be here," said hostages—sai
d Monday he believes all West- missing in Lebanon.
tage Terry Waite went home to England
Sutherland,dean of agriculture at the Ameri- ern captiv
es may be freed by Christmas.
Monday,and Thomas Sutherland had a long- can
But the release of Waite and Sutherland
University of Beirut, who was kidnapped
Six
hostag
es have been freed this year— was apparently not accompanied by any
awaited reunion with his family at a U.S.
IsJune 9, 1985.
the most in any year since the first Westerner raeli prisoner releases, and
military hospital in Germany.
sugges
ted
that
While Sutherland rested in a U.S. Air was seized nine
years ago.
Middle Eastern power brokers may be inWaite, who was taken captive in Lebanon Force
hospital in Wiesbaden,Germany,after
I.
hider
U.N.
mediat
ion,recent hostage re- creasing pressure to end the hostage crisis.
in 1987 while trying to negotiate freedom for
his pre-dawn arrival from Syria, his wife
U.S. hostages reiterated on arrival in Britain
Jean, and a daughter, Kit, flew to Frankfurt.
•Assassination
that his captors had assured him the three
Another daughter, Joan, was arriving later
remaining American hostages would be freed today.
this month.
Mrs.Sutherland and Kit went to the WiesHe called the holding of hostages"wrong," baden
hospital for the reunion with Suthersaying"It is self-defeating,and those who do it
land. The family later had a reunion lunch of
fall well below civilized standards ofbehavior."
baked chicken,mashed potatoes,green beans,
Meeting with reporters at Lyneham air -salad,
strawberry tarts, ice tea and coffee.
By Eduardo Gallardo
base west of London, Waite spoke ofshelling
Letelier had been a Cabinet official and
Waite flew home after staying the night at
Associated Press Writer
and deaths in the Lebanese civil war, adding,
envoy
to Washington during the leftist gova Royal Air Force hospital in Cyprus.
"We know that the people of Lebanon have
ernme
nt of President Salvador Allende, who
In Damascus on Monday, Waite said one
SANTIAGO,Chile(AP)—The Supreme was toppled in
suffered greatly." Referring to all those pris- of
the bloody 1973 coup that was
the kidnappers predicted Americans Alann (
.ourt on Monday upheld the indictments of led by Gen.
oners held in the Middle East, Waite added:
Pinochet.
Steen and Joseph Cicippio would be released two chiefs
of the former military regime's
"We will not rest until all are freed and there "we
The ruling was seen as having tremendous
hope within the next five days." Waite secret police
charged with assassinating Or- symbolic value in limiti
is justice and peace."
ng the impunity ofthe
added that the man told him Terry Anderson, lando Letelie
r, the former Chilean ambassa- army and helping to restore
The 52-year-old Briton said that except the longes
the independence
t-held hostage, would be freed by dor to Washington.
for his kidnappers,he was kept in isolation for the
of the courts that many Chileans believe was
end of November.
Ret. Gen. Manuel Contreras and Brig. Pe- lost during
the first four years of his captivity.
Pinochet's 17-year military rule.
Both Sutherland and Waite said they were dro Espinoza
are charged in the September
Sutherland,60, also said the other Amer- kept in the
Contreras and Espinoza were indicted in
same windowless room with Ander- 1976 bombing in Washin
gton ofa car carrying 1978 by a Washington court,
ican hostages would soon be freed.
but the Chilean
son, 44, chief Middle East correspondent of Letelier,acrit
icofPresident Augusto Pinochet, Supreme Court turned
"In about a couple of weeks, all of the The Associ
down a request for
ated Press, who was kidnapped and his American aide,
Ronni Moffitt.
their extraditions.
Associated Press Writer

Former heads ofChilean secret
police charged with DC murder

Do classes, your nagging roommate, budget cuts,
filled parking lots, and tuition increases got you down
?

Laugh it all off...
with

ON ISSUES THAT WILL AFFECT YOU DIRECTLY
On November 21, 1991, you will be asked to vote
on
two referendum questions:
Do youfavor a. $2.50 increase in the student
activityfee starting with the Spring 1992
semester? The student activity fee funds
student groups, clubs, and organizations
which provide activities to the student body.

Bob

Marley
& Friends

Do youfavor having one parking stickerfor
allstudents, rather than the currentprocess
where resident and commuter students are
segregated? •

Wednesday, November 20th, 8:30pm
Damn Yankee
Cash Bar with I.D.
Memorial Union (off-campus)
Dining Commons(on-campus)
Hart Hall (for Hart/Hancock
Dunn & Corbett)

9am - 6pm
1lam - 1pm
4:30pm - 630pm
1lam - lpm
4:30 - 630pm

$2 in advance $3 at the door
Tickets available at
Student Activities Office, Main Floor
, Union
Sponsored by:
Lambda Chi Alpha & Comprehens
ive Fee Committe

e

Croatian commander orders troops to surrender
By George Jahn

surrender of Vukovar.
Croatian Health Minister Andrija Hebrang
who took part in talks with the army in the
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP)—The Croatian capital Zagreb said,"We do not have
commander ofCroat fighters huddling in the any assurances" regarding the safety of those
ruins of Vukovar ordered his men to end left in Vukovar.
their .three-month fight against besieging
At the talks. Army and Croatian officials
federal troops Monday, Yugoslavia's Tan- reached agreement on evacuating 700 woundjug news agency said.
ed from Vukovar's hospital, Hebrang said.
Yugoslav soldiers who fought their way
In Belgrade, Serbia's president endorsed
into the eastern Croatian city on Sunday fired the sending of U.N. peacekeepers to war-torn
their guns into the air in celebration. Weary Yugoslavia.
residents crawled out of shelters by the hunFighting continued in other parts ofCroatia.
dreds, some for the first time in months.
AP reporter Dusan Stojanovic said from
A reliable Croatian Defense Ministry source Vukovar that there was only sporadic smallsaid the Croats had not surrendered and were arms fire in the Danube River town on the
still in contact with the Zagreb headquarters.
border with Serbia, though the Croatian DeThere was no immediate comment from fense Ministry source,who spoke on condition
federal army commanders about the reported of anonymity, said fighting was continuing.
Associated Press Writer

Stojanovic said no building in the town
escaped damage from the near relentless
shelling. Corpses littered the streets and ruined houses.
Tanjug said the Croats had been pressed
back into a single suburb of Vukovar when
their commander ordered them to surrender.
It said many ofthe Croat troops were obeying.
Croat militiamen and police officers
were being disarmed into the night, the
agency said.
The loss of Vukovar was a severe blow for
the Croats, who held the town for nearly three
months against the more heavily armed Serbdominated army and insurgents from Croatia's Serb minority.
Tens of thousands of Yugoslays have
ignored call-up orders and thousands more
have left their units out of fear of battle or

disagreement with the aims of the war. Tanjug reported Monday on "a growing number
of people ... leaving Yugoslavia to avoid
mobilization."
Federal military leaders might be more
open to a negotiated settlement of the civil
war following the capture of Vukovar, which
would seal the Serbs' control of a slice of
eastern Croatia where many Serbs live.
Some ofthe Serb insurgents who opposed
Croatia's June 25 declaration of independence want to make Vukovar the capital of a
Serbian autonomous region carved from
Croatian territory. The Serbs say they feared
persecution as a minority in an independent
Croatia.
Croatian leaders have accused Serbia of
using the minority issue as a pretext to expand
at the expense of Croatia.

•El Salvador

Clashes reported in El Salvador by army,insurgents say it was friendly fire
By Douglas Grant Mine
Associated Press Writer
SAN SALVADOR,El Salvador(AP)—
The army on Monday reported the first
deaths in combat since guerrillas declared a
unilateral truce. The insurgents said the casualties were the result of "friendly fire"
between the government infantry units.
The armed forces press committee said
four soldiers and two rebels died in fighting
before dawn Sunday near Suchitoto, 15 miles
north of San Salvador.
The committee said government forces
also exchanged fire Sunday with insurgents

in Chalatenango, Morazan and La Paz. The
report described those exchanges as "harassment" and said they produced no casualties.
The Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front, or FMLN,on Saturday began a
unilateral halt to all offensive action. The
rebels said their truce was intended to clear
the way for prompt accord on issues remaining in U.N.-mediated peace negotiations.
U.S.-backed rightist President Alfredo
Cristiani has welcomed the rebel truce, saying his government could adopt"corresponding measures" to hasten a halt to fighting.
Army units on Friday deployed in territories traditionally dominated by guerrilla fon

es, apparently in an attempt to take advantage unfamiliar rebel-dominated zones.
ofthe truce to seize territory held by the rebels.
The armed forces press office and high
The insurgents, over their clandestine army officials declined comment Monday
radio station, on Monday termed the de- on a U.S. Congressional report saying Salployments "a clear provocation."
vadoran army conunanders.ordered the 1989
"The FMLN has made a concrete dem- murder of six Jesuit priests.
onstration of its will to stop the war right
Rep. John Joseph Moakley, D-Mass.,
away," said the insurgent broadcast.
chairman of a special task force of House
"The next move is up to the army high Democrats investigating the slaying, said
command and the government. Whether the Sunday that the Salvadoran minister of dewar continues is up .J them."
fense, Gen. Emilio Ponce, and other top
The rebels said the casualties in Suchito- generals attended the meeting at which milto occurred in an ambush of one army unit itary officers decided to murder the six
by another. It said the soldiers were appar- priests. The priest's housekeeper and her
ently nervous due to their deployment in daughter also were killed in the attack.
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To see what other donations
will get you, come in to
our showroom.
36A Main St Orono 866-3525
Monday - Friday 9-5•Saturday 9-4
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A Luncheon Series of Explosive Political 81 Social Issues

" FALL 1991
,

,•

•`•

• Thursdays, 12:20 - 1:30 p.m.

Sutton Lounge
Memorial Union, UMaine

November 21st
Perspectives on
the Abortion Rights Struggle
Professor Valerie Carter,Sociology and others
This noontime series is being co-sponsored by the Maine Peace Action Committee(MPAC)in
cooperation with The Union Board. For additional information contact Professor Mike Howard,
Advisor,(MPAC),581-3861 Please announce to classes and interested groups.

Name
Address & phone number

Fine Print
IT Limit one entry per person per visit
0 Only correctly solved puzzles will be eligible to win
® The first three correct entries drawn will be the winners
® Entries must be delivered in person—no mailed entries

Drawing Monday, Dec. 7th at 12 noon

Dr. Records - 20 Main St - Orono
866-7874
z

CollegeNews

• Male high school grads,female college graCIS edit' me same
• Despite racial remarks, UNY professor allowed to stay
• Stanford University investigated for overbilling

•Equality

Female college grads earning as much as male high school grads
WASHINGTON,D.C.(AP) Women
with four years of college earn roughly the
same salary as men with only a high-school
diploma, according to government statistics
released Wednesday. At every education level, women make less money than men with
the same amount of schooling.
An Associated Press analysis of Census
Bureau numbers also found that the pay gap
between fulltime working men and women
grows wider as they get older.
A college-educated woman between ages
18-24 earns an average 92 cents for every
dollar earned by a man of the same age and
education. Her earnings drop steadily and by
the time she is between ages 55 and 64. the

average female worker is making 54 cents for
every dollar earned by a man.
The gap is just as wide between men and
women workers who did not go to college.
It is illegal to pay women less for equal
work. The law says nothing about paying
people differently if they do different jobs.
Experts say that's the problem: The pay gap
reflects lower salaries paid in fields traditionally dominated by women and the difficulty
women have breaking through the so-called
"glass ceiling" to higher paid positions.
Some said women are paid less because
it's profitable for their companies.
"That discrimination pays, otherwise it
wouldn't have flourished so long,"says Karen

Nussbaum, executive director of 9 to 5, a
Cleveland-based association of 15,000 working women."You can be.t people say,'We can
get her for less than we can get him.' You
know it goes on."
Women earn less if they choose careers in
fields dominated by women,such as nursing,
social work,clerical jobs and teaching in the
public schools, experts say.
"The fact of the matter is, many women
don't wish to go into non-traditional, male
dominated occupations," said Carolin Head,
assistant director of the American Association of University Women."It is not acceptable in this country to tell nurses and teachers
that if they want to make more, they need to

•Racism

choose a different occupation."
Heidi Hartman,an economist and directorof
the Institute for Women's Policy Research,said
her organization's studies show a year of experience adds about 7 cents an hour to women's
pay,compared with 24 cents an hour for men.
"Women'sjobs have not been structured to
reward experience,"Hartman saii"That means
there's no incentive to train them."
Adult women with four years of high
school on average eam $17,809 a year, about
two-thirds of what a man with similar education would earn. With four years of college,
women's earnings rise to $27, 344.
That's only about $600 more than what an
adult man with a high-school education earns

Black studies professor will keep his position despite anti-seme

(CPS)— The trustees of the University
of New York have decided to allow the head
of the Black Studies Department at City
College to remain in his position for one
year despite racially inflammatory remarks
he made last summer.
The trustees said professor Leonard Jeffries will stay as head ofthe department until
June 1992. Usually, the chairmanship lasts
for a three-year term.
City College did not issue a statement on

the situation and would not comment. Neither Jeffries nor his attorney, C. Vernon
Mason, would return phone calls.
Prior to the trustees' vote, Mason said he
would challenge any limit on Jeffries' term
as chairman.
Jeffries outraged some city and state
politicians in July when he told an audience
at a black arts festival that Jews and the
Italian mafia worked together to control
Hollywood and plotted to destroy black

tic remarks

Americans. He also told the crowd, "the
white boy can't be trusted."
Students from several New York City
schools rallied in support of Jeffries while
the trustees decided his fate Oct. 28.
A little more than a week before that
date, the professor reportedly made more
offensive comments to an editor at the Harvard Crimson.
Eliot Morgan, the editor who has been
bombarded with phone calls about the inci-

dent, has not been available for comment
since an interview with New York Newsday, a student reporter at the Crimson said.
According to that Newsday story, Morgan said Jeffries told him that Henry Lewis
Gates, Jr., chairman of Harvard's AfricanAmerican Studies Department, was "a faggot and a punk,"and accused a black professor at San Jose State University of having
his opinions affected because his wife and
mother are both white.

The World Next Door
Study at the University of New Brunswick

I'd like to study away,
but I want to stay within
reach of home.

A: The University of New
Brunswick is just 3 hours
away in the riverfront capital
city of Fredericton!
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Q: Does UNB have good

A: UNB was rated among
the top third of 46
undergraduate programs
in a recent Canadian survey!

undergraduate programs?

Q: What about cost
and credit transfer?

A: UM students pay home
tuition, with full transfer
of financial aid and credits.

For more information,
call Gail Yvon x4225
or stop by the Center.

M
Canada House
154 College Ave., UM
Orono‘ ME 04469
(207)581-4220
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November 21,22, 23, 1991 at 8pmIL
and November 22, 24 at 2 pm
HauckluditoTium, Univezsity etiaine
generalAdmi.ssion $6.00; Admission Free

to UMStudents

Calf581-17.55for reservations

Supported in part by the Cultural Affairs
Committee with monies from the Arthur R
Lord and Class of 1934 Funds, the UM
Alumni Association, and Patrons of the Arts

Celle eBriefs
Harvard president gives hors
d'oevers to trick or treaters

ing a lake or cemetery.
According to the rumor, 16th-century
astrologer Nostradamus originally predicted the killings.
A spokeswomen for "Oprah" Nays no
psychic made an appearance on the show
and made the prediction_ She added that
dozens of people had called about it.
Days before Halloween, the Harvard
Crimson ran a story about the rumor,quoting several students who said they were a
little anxious, but not really worried.

CAMBRIDGE,Mass.(CPS)— Snickers,lollipops,Smarties,Tootsie Rolls,sourballs, bubble gum and asparagus.
Asparagus?
Yep. And celery and tomatoes. That's
what trick-or-treaters took home from the
house of Harvard University President Neil
Rudenstine this Halloween.
Unlike his predecessor, Derek Bork,
who offered candy, Rudenstine invited
ghosts, princesses, Mutant Ninja Turtles Florida University trying to
and Bart Simpsons in for hors d'oeuvres, raise money through lottery
the Harvard Crimson reported.
BOCA RATON, Fla.(CPS) — How
The Rudenstines were having a dinner can you solve your university's budget
party. As their little costumed guests left, woes? Win the lottery.
Angelica Rudenstine could be heard sayThat's whata groupofprofmorsatFlorida
ing,"I hope you liked our tomatoes.They're Atlantic University thought as they watched
much better on the arteries than candy is." the state Lotto jackpot grow to $88 million.
They saw their department's salvation written
Holiday prediction scares
on ping-pong balls to be drawn Oct 26.
some students
Physics professors Ferdinand° Medina
(CPS)— Studentsatcollegesin the North- and Sam Faulkner wrote the contributors'
east got more than the traditional Halloween pledge on a piece of paper -"Itjust said that if
scare this year because of a rumor predicting we won, we would give the money to the
a mass murder on one of their campuses.
univesity'sC,ollegeofScience,"Medinasays.
Most breathed a bit easier when the first
Sixty-eight people donated money to the
of November dawned and brought the death lottery pool,which bought about 300tickets.
of the false prediction.
In the end, the astronomical odds beat
Students at Syracuse University, Frank- the charitable motivation—the group had
lin Pierce College,the University of Massa- six winning tickets worth about a total of
chusetts, Holy Cross, Boston College and $100.Still, the $200cumulative loss didn't
Harvard all had heard the story—that a stop the professors from thinking about a
psychic on the"Oprah Winfrey Show" pre- repeat performance.
dicted the Halloween massacre on a campus
"tithe lottery potgets big enough again."
with an L-or T-shaped building overlook- Medina says,"we may try again."

Concerned about the
rising costs of college?
If you find yourself nodding uncontrollably,
you may be interested to know that there are
resident assistantpositions available for the
Spring 1992semester.
R.A. Information Sessions:
Wednesday, November 20, 3pm
in the Hart Hall Basement Lounge
Thursday, November 21, 3:30pm
in the York Hall Maine Lounge
•These sessions are for students
currently enrolled at UMaine,
living on or off campus.
• Students must attend an
information sesion to obtain
an application and subsequently
be considered for an interview.
• Students must attend entire session
(approximately one hour).

•Overbilling scandal

Government investigating
alleged overbilling by Stanford
By Laura Myers

ed the investigation last year after he found
what he said were $200 million in excessive
Associated Press Writer
overhead charges for research in the 1980s.
STANFORD,Calif.(AP) — The federal
That investigation spurred inquiries at
government is investigating new allegations other schools and a congressional hearing on
that Stanford University overbilled the Penta- the matter.
gon as much as $480 million for research in the
On Thursday, Biddle raised his estimate
I 980s, more than twice previous estimates.
of overcharges by figuring in $180 million in
"There have been some new questions Stanford employee benefits and $100 million
brought up which we're looking into, but for mishandled federal property.
nothing has been resolved yet," Norm HanVan Etten acknowledged that the Defense
son, spokesman for the Office of Naval Re- Contract Audit Agency questioned how much
search in Washington,D.C.,said Friday."This employee fringe benefits Stanford charges to
is all part of the review process."
research, but that concerns only the current
Stanford University's financial chief Peter fiscal year, he said.
Van Etten called the new charges "incredible"
In September, Stanford asked for a 29
and a"figmentofthe imagination"ofthe Navy's percent reimbursement for 1991-92 fringe
on-campus research contract negotiator.
benefits, meaning the school could get 29
"There is absolutely no basis for that new cents for every $1 in direct research funding.
figure," Van Etten said. "I can't even under- Auditors suggested a 19 percent rate instead.
stand how someone could come up with that." That issue is being negotiated.
Government auditors initially were invesUsing those figures, Biddle estimated that
tigating whether Stanford overcharged as much Stanford overcharged for research fringe benas $180 million for research in the 1980s.
efits throughout the 1980s
Stanford officials denied deliberate overbillAs for the federal property, the U.S. goving,but the school has repaid some $2 million in ernment paid for research equipment, like
whatitacknowledged were inappropriate charg- microscopes, which the school gets to keep
es. The improper bills included depreciation on after a project. Biddle found a $100 million
a school yacht, and the cost of flowers, parties discrepancy between the government's and
and furniture at Stanford President Donald Stanford's inventory of such items.
Kennedy's campus home. Kennedy denied any
"I haven't seen any documentation for any
wmngdoing,but said in July he will resign next of this," Van Etten said.
year because of the scandal.
Stanford spends about $200 million on
Paul Biddle,the on-campus contract nego- research each year and can't afford further cuts
tiator for the Office ofNaval Research,prompt- to its research overhead budget,Van Etten said.

Thursday Night at The Bear's Den
presents

THE

INTRUDERS
Thursday•9-1

50C Drafts•$2 Pitchers • Cash

Bar

The Maine Campus, Wednesday, November 20, 1991

EditorialPage
•Student Referendum #1

,
.
In your vest Interest

What's the most important thing you coul
d do for yourself
today? It's not a present for yourself,skip
ping class to sleep late
or a trip to the mall. The best thing you
cou:d do for yourself
today is vote no on referendum Question
#1: Do you favor a
$2.50increase in the student activity fee
starting with the Spring
1992 semester?
It's bad enough the university is trying
to nickel and dime
the students to death, to pass this wou
ld be asking Student
Government to join in the fun.
Created in 1968,the student activity fee
has given Student
Government the funds to sponsor activ
ities on campus and
funding for boards and clubs.
The fee is assessed toevery student taking
six or more credit
hours a semester and generates approxim
ately $370,000 annually. The increase would produce an extr
a $50,000 and would
be used for cost-of-living salary increase
s for office personnel
and legal staff and more funding for club
and board budgets.
Students voted on a $5 increase in the acti
vity fee this spring
and it was soundly defeated. Students this
fall should follow suit.
Now is not the time to be concerned with incr
eased funding
for club budgets and personnel. Although
some activities like
Thursday Night at the Den and Late
Night Local could be
Have you ever experienced the
discontinued if this doesn't pass, it's not a
valid enough excuse feeli
ng of having absolutely no
to encourage more spending and larger
student fees.
thoughts in your brain and yet you
Sure it's only $2.50, but it's the principl
e behind it. How have to come up with something or
correct is it to be increasing spending whe
n class sections are else you're screwed?
being cut and faculty and staff laid off'? Why
Good, you can empathize with
don't we have a
me because I'm going through that
$2.50 increase to save some class sections and
faculty so we can proc
ess right now and if you stick
all graduate on time?
with this column,I'll come up with
Don't set a precedent for the university and
Student Gov- something good. I promise.
ernment; in economic times like this, ever
Admit it, the only reason you
y nickel and dime
counts. You'll need them to pay for your
read
me is you're hoping/fearing/
tuition increase
waiting for me to slam a general
anyway. (MAA)

At4D CONTR I :1 SU T IONS AKE_
NOW ZEIKIG P\CCEPif_b
Tn. "I"IA- SOU:CIAO 'jou-

6/ON - AND -NOT- THE- OTHEKGO " S1,U sH FU...

Don't read this

those issues but I don't know a
whole lot about them and I would
suspect the majority of students
don't either.
A now graduated columnist told
me last year that you have to write
use the old baseball metaphor for on
topics students can identify with
life,sometimes we get a hit, some- or
else it will bomb. That's,.true,
times we strike out and sometimes but
how many columns can you
we get attacked by the crowd leav- write
on budget cuts, parking or
ing the game.
tuition during one semester?
It's not easy, but it's worth it
It's difficult to write for laughs
when somebody drops a note offor and
that's where many of our colsector ofthe population again,isn't says
it moved them, made them umns hit
the toilet. Sure, it's easy
it? And then you'll either: 1. write laug
h,oreven made them cry. Most to rag
•Student Referendum #2
on the federal government or
and say how much of a loser I am, of
the time, people throw bricks admin
istration, big organizations
attack me personally and refuse to thro
ugh our windows with letters and
structures without faces - but
answer any of the points I discuss, attac
hed saying we were totally when
it's you or your group, well,
2. write and say what a waste of off
-base, ignorant, prejudiced or stop
the
presses I want to get off. I
spac
e
my
writi
ng is and how it just plain stupi
Question #2 on Thursday's general student refe
d. The majority of would give anyt
rendum, could be better used on more imhing to be able to
the time, no one says anything and
though non-binding, is proposing a change
write hysterical columns like Dave
in the current portant topics or 3. write and tell you're left
swinging in the wind.
parking regulations.
Barry or touching issue related
me how I use the paper for my own
Hey, I found it, here's the point colu
mns like Mike Barnicle. But I
personal attacks against people I
The proposed change would mean commuters
of this column - don't be so quick
and resican't - yet. Give me time and mayhate/fear.
dents would have the same parking stickers
to criticize in life. Yeah, that's not
and share the
be I'll surprise both of us.
I honestly don't understand how bad,
currently designated lots.
lead off with the column metCriticism is good,keep us honI got that stigma attached to me,
aphor and bang, here's my point.
Residents would see some immediate benefits. Lots
est,
but keep it fair. If you have a
where because it's Michael Reagan you
Now ifyou're still with me,you're
they would currently be ticketed would be legal.Commuters
problem with things we write,then
peop
le
are
look
ing
for.
He's the probably saying, 'Wel
would
l, isn't that write us and we'll
bad guy, not me.
see little improvement and possibly a decrease in parking
publish it. Comcool, you're telling me not to critispaces.
plain about what we write,but don't
Before you criticize again, let cize
One theory behind the proposal 4s that for each park
you, but you criticize people
ing me explain just how diffi
speculate on who we are, because
cult it is to every week. You damn
space lost in a commuter lot one would open up in a resident
hypocrite, that really has nothing
ial write for 16 inches and not embar- wher
to do with it.
e's my pen?' Now just hold on
lot. The problem arises when commuters have to sear
If we generalize then say, "You
ch the rass yourself or the paper.
there, what I mean is when you'r
e generalized," not "You
campus for the open residential space.
This space is for columns, writ- goin
generalg to criticize someone try to take
ized because you are afraid offarm
ten
by editorial staff members who all
Student Government is making an attempt to ease the
angles into account. Some of the
animals," "You're a neo-Nazi faparking problem on campus,but this is only a band-aid; we need (hopefully) have something en- fans from my earlier columns
may cist," or"You should cons
lightening, touching, or informa- think
ider polthis nothing short ofhysterical
major surgery to correct the problem.
, itics in Louisiana."
tive to communicate on a given
but
bear with me.
The fact is that there simply aren't enough parking spaces topic. Sometimes it will be
Well, I'm on line 116 and that
events
It's easy to write for emotion,
to means my time is up for
on campus. In order to solve the problem,fewer cars should be in our daily lives that touch us and touc
the week.
h people and make them think
. If you're still with me,it's
allowed on campus. Many colleges don't allow freshmen to move us to write; hoping someone What's difficult
a mirais finding the subhave cars. It's time for a radical change to correct the situation. can identify and maybe we can do ject to write about and enough back- cle,and you're probably still waiting for me to rag on someone.
something constructive. Maybe
ground information and pers
Maybe that is the step we need to take.
onal
Here's hoping!get enlightened
we're outraged on a subject in the
knowledge to make it work. A
pop- sometime soon.
This proposal is a step in the right direction but it isn't the news and we think we can bring
a ular criticism is that colu
mnists for
solution by any stretch of the imagination. We say vote no on different angle to light. Or per- The Camp
us write on stupid issues
Melissa Adams is a seniorjour#2 and force the administration and student government to haps, we see something funny in instead of important issue
s of the nalisin major
everyday life that you see too, and day
from Quincy, Mass..
like homelessness, drugs and
agree on a permanent solution with no more ofthese temporary
who was dropped on her head
try to make you laugh.
repoverty.
fixes.(CJC)
peatedly as a small child;anti now
Regardless, we really do try. To
I'd love to be able to write
on you have to suffe
rfor it.

Whatfresh hell is this?

Melissa
Adams
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We have
real needs

THE CAMPUS CRIER
EEKENDE

Thursda

Friday
Saturday

Sunday

7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.

No Popcorn Cinema. King ofHearts. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
Feature Film. Kindergarten Cop. 130 Little Hall.
The Coffee House. Movie followed by music. The Ram's Horn.
Thursday Night at the Den. w/ The Intruders. The Bear's Den.
Symphonic Band Concert. Maine Center for the Arts.
Maine Masque. Marriage. Hauck Auditorium. Admission charge.
Feature Film. Kindergarten Cop. 130 Little Hall.

12:40 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Maine Masque. Marriage. Hauck Auditorium. Admission charge.
No Popcorn Cinema. Diva. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union.
Maine Masque. Marriage. Hauck Auditorium. Admission charge.
"On a Winter's Night" concert, Christine Lavin w/ Patty Larkin, Cliff Eberhardt & John
Gorka. Maine Center for the Arts. Admission charge.
Collegiate Chorale Concert. 101 Neville Hall.

7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.

No Popcorn Cinema. An American in Paris. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
Kimberly Spencer Senior Recital. 120 Lord Hall.
Maine Masque. Mam.age. Hauck Auditorium. Admission charge
Piano & Cello Concert w/ Baycka Voronietslcy & Diane Roscetti. 120 Lord Hall
Bands (tba). Damn Yankee. Admission Charge.

2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

Maine Masque. Marriage. Hauck Auditorium. Admission charge.
University Singers Concert. Maine Center for the Arts.

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
libdry20

Thursday 21

1200 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.An
American in Paris Sutton Lounge, Manorial
Union. Fire.
700 p.m. Feature Film. Kndergarten Cop.
130 Little Hall. Free
900 p.nt Feature Film. Kindergarten Cop.
130 Litde Hall. Free

7:00 p.m. The Coffee House. Movie
followed by music_ The Ram's Horn.
8:00 p.m. Thursday Night at the Den.
w/ The Intruders. The Bear's Den.
8:00 p.m. Symphonic Band Concert.
Maine Center for the Arts.
8:00 p.m. Maine Masque. Marriage.
Hauck Auditorium. Admission charge.

Horsey21
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Canema. King ofHeart.
Nutter Lounge,Memorial Union. Fine.
7:00 p.m. Feature Film. Kmdergarten Cop.
130 Little Hall
9:00 pra Feature Film. Kindtrgartrn Cop.
130 little Hat

hiday22
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Diva. Nutter
Lounge, Memorial Union.
Saki*23
71DprallolkipuinGrerna.An American in
Avis.Nuricricurly,MarinilUtinfire

Mx*25
12.COpmNolipxinGiettia Robin Hood 1938
ierion. Sutton InurfF,MmorillUninFee

itenq26

Friday 22
12:00 p.m. Maine Masque. Marriage.
Hauck Auditorium. Admission charge.
8:00 p.m. Maine Masque. Marriage.
Hauck Auditorium. Admission charge.

8:00 p.m. Piano & Cello
Concert w/ Baycka Voronictsky &
Diane Roscetti. 120 Lord Hall
9:00 p.m. Bands (tba). Damn Yankee.
Admission Charge.

Sunday 24
2:00 p.m. Maine Masque. Marriage.
Hauck Auditorium. Admission charge.
3:00 p.m. University Singers Concert.
Maine Center for the Arts.

Monday 25
12:15 p.m. Monday Jazz. Bangor Lounge.

8:00 p.m."On a Winter's Night"
concert, Christine Lavin w/ Patty
Larkin, Cliff Eberhardt & John Gorka.
Maine Center for the Arts. Admission
charge.
8:00 p.m. Collegiate Chorale Concert.
101 Neville Hall.

Saftorday 23
7:00 p.m. Kimberly Spencer Senior
Recital. 120 Lord Hall.
8:00 p.m. Maine Masque. Marriage.
Hauck Auditorium. Admission charge.

1200 p.m. No Popcorn

Kingif
Hearts Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.

THE RIDE BOARD
Rides Needed:
•Where: South Jersey When: November 22 Who:Joe Kucow
ski Phone: 581-4828. Will share gas and driving.
*Where: Anywhere in New Jersey When: Anytime durin
g Thanksgiving Break. Who: Oscar Campus
Phone: 866-0048 Willing to pay half gas, other expen
ses, and possible fee.
*Where: To UMaine from Boston When: December 1
Who: Jim Maus Phone: 581-4615. Will share
gas,
driving, and tolls.
•Where: Quebec or Montreal When: Anytime Who: Jane

Thiebaud Phone: 941-8532.

Rider Wanted:
*Where: Northern Rhode Island When: Tuesday, November
26 Who: Jill Hindley Phone: 866-7240
Looking for someone to share gas.
.

Ticket For Sale:
*Where: Colorodo or Newark, NJ When: December 22nd
Who: Lori

Phone: 581-4673. Cost: $150.00.

he Lampus Lner

Wednesday, Nov. 20 to Wednesday Nov. 27

MEMNGS
Wednesday 20
12:00 p.m. UMaine Task Force on
Women in Science and Engineering.
Public forum to solicit comments,
concerns, and ideas for recommending
ways that the University might more
effectively recruit and retain women (at
all levels from undergraduate through
faculty in the fields of Science and
Technology). Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union
3:15 p.m. The Study Skills Series.
Maximizing your memory. North Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. The Union Board.
General membership meeting, everyone
welcome. Student Programming Office,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. The Equestrian Club. All horse
lovers and riders are encouraged to come
and show support. Open to faculty, staff-,
and students. North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. UMaine Archeological Society.
Discussions in archeology with slides, films,
and videos. Lively interaction and social
events. Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Maine Outing Club. North
Lown ROOM, Memorial Union.

RELIGION
7:(X)p.m. UMaine Chess Club.Skittle pints,
short tournaments,speed chess, all abilities
wekome. FFA Room,Memorial Union.

Friday 22
4:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous. Open
step meeting, all welcome. Old Town
Room, Memorial Union.
Monday

6:30 p.m. The Wilde Stein Club. Weekly
meetings plan events and discuss issues and
concerns. All welcome. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Thursday 21
12:00 p.m. Lectionary Bible Study.
1912 Room, Memorial Union.
12:15 p.m. Ecumenical Bible
Study. 1912 Room, Memorial
Union.

6:30 p.m. Student Environmental Action
Coalition. Meets every Monday. Call
581-3300 for more info. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.

7:30 p.m. The Campus Crusade
for Christ. Programs designed for
you to grow closer to God, help
others to grow closer, and have a
great time. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.

7:00 p.m. International Folk Dance Club.
Hauck Lobby, Memorial Union.

Friday 22
7:30 p.m. Circle K. North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union. For Information, call the
Student Activities Office at 581-1793.

Tuesday 26
6:00 p.m. General Student Senate.
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. East and West Campus Area Bowl!
Stewart Commons Private Dining Room.

6:30 p.m. The Inter Varsity
Christian Fellowship. An
interdenominational group of
students, staff, and faculty. We
welcome those who wish to grow in
their relationship with God, as well
as those wanting to investigate
Christianity. Bangor Lounges,
Memorial Union.

Sunday 24
9:30 a.m. & 6:15 p.m. Sunday
Liturgy (Mass). The Newman
Center.

3:00 p.m. UMaine Task Force on
Women in Science and Engineering.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

4:00 p.m. Spanish Club. Opportunity to
listen and practice Spanish, milting about
specific topics. Come even if you only speak
a little Spanish. 207 Little Hall.

4:30 p.m. Women at the Well.
A time to share songs, sacred
readings, and silence. The Wilson
Center.

12:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous. Open
meeting, all welcome. Old Town Room,
Memorial Union.

Thursday 21

3:00 p.m. Men Against Rape. Meets every
Thursday. Old Town Room, Memorial
Union.

Wednesday 20

Blood
1 ive
Wednesday, November 20th
Oxford Hall
2:00 - 7:00 p.m.

11:1 5 a.m. Sunday Liturgy (Mass).
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
5:00 p.m. Wilson Center Worship
and Celebration. Followed by a light
supper. The Wilson Center, 67
College Ave.
5:00 p.m. Episcopal Campus Worship
Service. Drummond Chapel, Memorial
Union.

Sponsored by ALIO and

Crier Countdown
NEED A RIDE,
to Freedom
16 Chadbourne
Send the following information to.
Hall or call 581- 4359
Ride Needed or Riders Wanted (Circle One)
Where to:
When:
Share in Gas? Driving?
Name:
Phone #:

vitrA
JP'

•Than

ing Break is 6 days away

misc. I.
r ATHLETICS

CPEAKERS
Wednesday 20

Thursday 21

3:00 p.m. Careers in Writing. Careers
For English Majors; Panel Discussion.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.

4:00 p.m. Reflection and Action Group.
The Wilson Center,67 College Ave.

Friday 22

Thursday 21
12:20 p.m. The Controversy Series.
Perspectives on the Abortion Rights
Struggle. Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union.

Saturday 23

4:00 p.m. International Student's
Coffee Hour. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Tuesday 26

Tuesday, 26

7:30 a.m. Yoga and Meditation.
The Wilson Center, 67 College Ave.

2:00 p.m. Oralit. From Orature to
Literature. Franco American Children at
Risk in out Educational,System. A
discussion on the NEA test scores.
Barney Berube, Ph. D., Maine
Department of Education. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

UMaine Swimming. Black Bears vs.
UMass. 12:00 p.m.(Women),3:30 p.m.
(Men). Admission/ Sports Pass.

Ongoing
UMaine Women's Ice Hockey Team.
Contact Zoe Harris at 866-7124 for info.

visit 1, 11 the

wrItmg
center
The Writing Center opens its doors to work
with anyone on any piece of writing.
Monday - Thursday
9 - 12, 1 - 4,7 - 9 p.m.
Friday
9- 12, 1 -4 p.m.

Careers in Writing

402 Neville Hall 581-3828

Careers for English Majors; Panel Discussion
Wednesday, November 20
3:00 - 4:30 p.m.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
Guest Speakers:
• Susan Woodward, B.A. English, 1982. Ph.
D. candidate in English, Univ. of Michigan
• Lynne Manion, B.A. Syracuse University, 1989
. Editorial Assistant, Alumni
Publications, Alumni Asociation of Maine.
•James Nahra, BA. English, 1971, UMaine. Engl
ish Dept. Chair, John Bapst High School.
• Betsy Graves Rose, M.A. English, 1989, UMa
ine. Research Associate, Sorg Associates.

"When the burden gets too heavy, share the
load"

rme
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The Campus Crier is a service provided
by
A.S.A.P. to the students at the Universi
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of Maine. It is a student-run calendar
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nal,
and spiritual programs. It provides free
listings of all student-related events and
services. We try to publish a complete
listing of campus events and studentrelated activities. When placing a listi
ng
please include the following info
rmation:
name, organization, phone number,
time,
date, location, cost, and a short
description
of the event.
Send all submissions through
campus mail to: The Campus
Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or
call us at 581-4359. Deadline
is
Friday at 5:00 p.m.a week before
the listing is to appear.

The Maine Campus, Wednesday,

November 20, 1991
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ResponsePage
•Controversy Series

Series criticizes capitalism
To the editor:
The undersigned represent the
co-ordinating committee of the
Marxist/Socialist Studies Interdisciplinary Concentration.
For the last six years, our committee has organized a series of
Thursday luncheon programs in the
Memorial Union. Normally, we
have organized eight to 10 such
programs each semester.
We have organized these programs to create a forum for a point
of view that is otherwise seldom
heard on this campus.
We are critical of capitalism
and its effects on human beings.
We believe that capitalism is inherently oppressive toward working
people and that it breeds racism,
sexism, militarism, and environmental destruction.
An explicitly critical view of
capitalism is rarely presented in the
courses taught on this campus. We
believe that it is important to give
students and other members of the
University community an opportunity to hear such a point of view,and
this is the reason why we have organized our luncheon series.

•Column Response

At several of the luncheon programs this semester, members of
the audience have loudly complained that the program was "unbalanced" or "unfair" because the
speaker or speakers presented"only
one point of view."
We are writing at this time because
we want to make some points clear.
1. Our goal in organizing these
Thursday luncheon programs is not
to present a "balanced" point of
view. Rather we want to present a
dissenting viewpoint concerning
American capitalism.
2.The existence ofour luncheon
series in no way denies representatives of other points of view an
opportunity to express their views.
3. All the programs that we have
presented this semester have included discussion periods,and during these
periods people who disagree with the
speaker or speakers have had an opportunity to express their views.
4. We therefore reject as unfounded the proposition that we have
denied others an opportunity to express their views. On the contrary,
the charge that we are acting unfairly or improperly by sponsoring
speakers who represent our point of

view constitutes a direct attack on
our freedom of speech.
5. In particular, those of us who
attended last Thursday's program on
ROTC feel that many members of
the audience were unwilling to listen
to and weigh the arguments that
Professor King presented. For there
was virtually no discussion during
the discussion period.
Instead, most of the respondents
reacted to her clearly reasoned arguments with bluster and abuse.
Tacitly and sometimes overtly,
these respondents were saying to
Professor King,"You have no right
to say what you are saying." We
applaud Professor King's refusal to •
Maine
be silenced or intimidated.
Steven Barkan
Associate Professor
of Sociology
Valerie Carter
Assistant Professor
of Sociology
Burton Hatlen
Professor of English
Michael Howard
Professor of Philosophy
Virginia Nees-Hatlen
Associate Professor of English

•Maine Review

Satire
Popularity contest
attempt
fell short
To the editor:

1.0 the editor:
As much as I cringe at the
thought, it occurs to me that I have
something in common with Micha
el Reagan, for I too have certain
labels and categories which I like
to apply to the world around me
Among my repertoire are categories for Maine Campus columns,
which includes such headings as
humorous, sentimental, political
and satirical.
Very often you aspire to the
satirical, yet you never fail to fall
short, landing in your very own
category which 1 label "inane and
disparaging." Your column on
PDA was inane, your latest, "A
Field Guide to UMaine" was disparaging. Perhaps if one day you
took off your tie and had a romp
with the commoners of this campus, you would learn the tolerance
and understanding necessary for
good journalism.
My advice ... pull your head out
of the sand, mainstream yourself
into society on at the very least
campus life and give up your exercises in journalistic mediocrity.
Elizabeth Watson
Gannett Hall

There are far too many elitist
groups in this world. They run
rampant in cities, posing as political patties, activist groups, antithis, pro-that, etc. Some of these
groups are valid, meaning they do
serve a purpose. I'm not saying I
agree with them all,but that's what
our civil fights are all about,aren't
they? So, what's my problem?
Well, in retrospect, high school
was painful, no it was beyond
pain, yes it was agony, pure agony. I went to a very proper school
in a very rich community, where
everything and everyone was nice
and life was wonderful.
What struck me then were the
yearbook superlatives. You sec, I
was chosen to be editor-in-chief
of the very precious memoirs of
our "developmental" years. In
perusing the selection of superlatives,I approached my stafhquesboning the entire idea of superlatives. "Why best looking? Why
smartest? Why most likely to succeed?" It seemed to me that it
would be a more honest representation to also have,"ugliest,dumbest, and most likely to commit
murder." Needless to say, my
suggestion was troctijen upon because it"would offend."So,sorry.
I allowed the yearbook trauma to
ss and attended UMainein the fall

Midftel 3ACk ON.'You jus
bolded 4o publz resSore and
edited -tour lutes+ video +0
reerove 5cenes of viodcildrei
grid(rote),-grobbeig why?

of'K8 . I began submitting my material to the various literary magazines in the area — The Maine
Review being one ofthem. Much to
my dismay, I wasn't published.
Well, I figured, the other writers
must be better.
However, when last spring's
issue of the Review came out, I
abandoned all thoughts of this
ideology. After perusing the magazine. I noticed that there were
several selectionsfrom the SAME
people.
It finally hit me what The
Maine Review really was — a
click, a popularity contest for
godsakes! I was mortified, I had
actually bought into the ideal
that it was,in fact, something of
substance — it was an accomplishment to be published, an
honor, even.
At any rate, I have come to a
conclusion that The Maine Review is a farce. It's a facade. The
Maine Review is analogous to
yearbook superlatives: it deems
what it feels to be the "best" —
which is dangerous territory,considering that writing is subjective,
something which cannot be"right"
or "wrong"
(As an end note, I was published in the Review)
Jennifer Dominicci
Balentine Hall

Campus

Digging a grave for
student government
To the editor:
This letter is in response to the
discrediting articles The Maine Campus has produced on the student
government and their activities. In
the Nov. 13th issue of The Campus,
there were two editorials and a general article that depicted the so called
"bad things" about the General Student Senate.
In my opinion, you are digging
a hole six feet deep for student
government.
Who is going to want to be a part
of something that is constantly being shown for its own faults and not
it's good points? I don't think this is
fair. What about the accomplishments? Don't they count!?
Now,on to the trip to Bulgaria. In
the Nov. 15th issue of The Maine
Campus, there was an editorial that
asks for the reasoning behind Vice-

President Littlefield going to Bulgaria. Well, first of all, the main goal of
Brent and Stavros going to Bulgaria
was to help their(The American Ilniversity's) student government and to
answer any questions they had.
Secondly, Brent has the potential to run for student government
president in the future. In that event
his experience would benefit this
university's interaction with the
American University in Bulgaria.
In conclusion, I feel that the student government is general does not
get as much credit as they deserve. I
also would like to commend Brent,
Stavros, and all the senators for all
their efforts to keep the student population informed and for keeping us
in mind when making the decisions
that affect us every day.
Billy Jo Beaulieu
Hancock Hall

•Bulgarian University

Put University of
Maine in order first
To the editor:

ern Europe. It appears to me that
there is some expectation that the
In response to Cafi Clay's edi- problems of UMaine will disappear
torial regarding The American if the administration doesn't look at
University in Bulgaria there is at them long enough.
least on important factor that was
I do not believe that this univeroverlooked.
sity can afford to have its top adminThe University of Maine is in istrators paying any amount of atdire straights financially. For the tention to"foreign affairs" until their
administration of this university to own house is in order. It is absurd to
adopt the "Bush" attitude towards try to assist in the creation of a first
our current problems is irresponsi- rate university in a foreign country
ble. It is truly not important whether while our own school rapidly sinks
or not any ofthe funds for the AUBG to a third rate status. When UMaine
come from the IlMaine treasury.
is the best school it can be,then,and
Whatis important is that in these only then, should we try and export
austere times the President of the our "expertise."
University along with the President
ofthe StudentSenate and who knows
Dan Ashley
who else are junketing off to EastEstabrooke Hall
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ARIES(March 20- April 19): Adjusting
your goals to reflect a rapidly evolving situation will not have an immediate impact, but
will bear fruit in the weeks ahead.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): While you
are perhaps the most passionate member of
the Zodiac, your passion is closely connected
to commitment. If a suitor isn't ready to be
monogamous, he or she is not ready for you!
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Solitary
activities such a writing a letter to a distant
friend are fostered now. Quiet pleasures rate
the highest, especially after nightfall.
CANCER(June 21 -July 22): An activated sense of adventure is the major thrust of
your stars today. Try to take the day off, if at
all possible. Accept social invitations.

maw 1110

Doonesbury

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
When it comes to love or true friendship, you
need to feel both an emotional and intellectual
connection for the relationship to last. Once
you find someone who meets these requirements, your loyalty is the stuff of legend!
Romantically speaking, your goal is to ride
into the sunset and live happily ever after with
the one you love!

by Mike Peters
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LEO(July 23 - Aug. 22): Directing your
attention towards financial issues and investments,down to the smallest detail,can double
your net worth over the course of 1992!
VIRGO(Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): There is a
powerful financial influence operating in your
stars today; with the possibility of a large,
home related purchase also indicated.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23): A friend's
whispered romantic confession may take you
by surprise! Keep this information under your
hat for now. Take your time, a very sensual
influence is at work.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Accept
so-called "constructive criticism" in good
humor.Just because someone is angry doesn't
make them right! Extract useful comments,
then let them rave on.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) :
The truth,the whole truth,and nothing but the
truth will be met with disbelief and anger. Be
diplomatic when discussing a friend's love
life.

Shoe

by Jeff MacNelly

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19)• Others
claim to be willing to accept your judgement
to resolve a disagreement between them,
but
don't get involved. No matter what you
decide, neither party will be satisfied.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb. 18): A secure
planetary combination reduces romantic
anxiety and fear of commitment, drawing
couples closer emotionally. The rest of the
world
can wait!
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 19): Just
because no one is complaining doesn't mean
everyone is happy, especially friend
s and
family members who may be too intimi
dated
to speak up for themselves.
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Calvin and Hobbes
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY :
You are a person of great energy and optimism. Possibly hyperactive in your youth,
once you learn to harness your energies and
direct them towards achieving your goals
there's no stopping you! Looking inward is
never easy for extraverted Archers, however.
You would much rather be out meeting new
people than at home contemplating your inner
self.
ARIES (March 20 - April 19) : A long
distance move should be given due consideration. Weigh what you must give up against
what you stand to gain.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): Your financial skills are right on target,and you should not
give up control of money issues at home or on
the job! You'll make the right choices.

by Bill Watterson
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): A hectic
day of meetings with friends, associates, and
clients will keep you on the run all day long.
A pleasant day of non-stop activity!
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CANCER(June 21 -July 22): A happy-golucky brand of creativity enters your chart,
banishing dark moods and negative thoughts.
You'll have a lottodo,and you'll do it with style.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22) : A cycle of
pleasure opens up as the Sun enters Sagittarius, an aspect which will ensure a socially
active weekend. Indulge yourself!
VIRGO(Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Taking an
eye for an eye attitude with an associate will
only perpetuate the situation. You're more
than a match for this person; where's the
challenge?
LIBRA(Sept 23- Oct.23): Your ability to
communicate well bounces back to its usual
high level as yesterdays mooch nessfades!Trayel and social interaction are favored.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): A financial problem you are faced with can be dealt
with successfully if you have faith in your
own ability. Take quick action. Standing on
the sidelines wringing your hands simply
isn't your style?
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) :
Good luck and popularity are the benefits of a
Solar influence in Sagittarius!Expressing your
needs clearly is the key to happiness now.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) : A
quiet and cooperative influence is presently at
work in your stars. A feeling of unity with
those around you.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20- Feb. 18): Friendships old and new are the focus of your chart
when the Sun en • s Sagittarius and your solar
llth house.Save our receipts from spending
on social engage ents which have a business
connection.
PISCES(Fe . 19 - March 19):The influence ofSagittari s gives your work a renewed
sense ofimpol
e.Increased ambition drives
you over the sel imposed limitations which
have held you ba
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m.,or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

* Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
*

Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional asuoioger about your personal concerns — love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.

Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed to your telephone The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3036.
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•Soviet Union

United Way receives $400
thanks to walk-about

Ambassador says US should help
Soviets deal with food shortages

By Beverly A. Gabe
Staff Writer

Associated Press Writer

Hardy students at the University of Maine
engaged in a walk-about Saturday and Sunday on the mall.
The walk-about was an event sponsored
by VOICE, Volunteers In Community Efforts, to benefit the United Way.
Approximately $400 was raised
through pledges, which will go directly to
the United Way.
"This is the first time all ofthe money has
gone to the United Way," said Jen Cochrane, spokesperson for VOICE.
In past years only a partial amount of the
walk-about proceeds went to the United Way.
The United Way supports a number of
allocation agencies such as Big Brother,Big
Sister, Literacy Volunteers, Multiple Handicap Center,Spruce Run,the Red Cross and
the three area YMCAs.
"The students at the university are extremely creative in supporting the United
Way. Other United Ways from across the
country call and are extremely impressed
with what the students do. I thinkl1Maine has
a real sense of caring for their community,"

said Ann Wiersma from the United Way.
This year's walk-about is the third such
activity to take place since the walk-about
was first started.
"Compared to last year's walk-about, I
think this one was about the same as far as
the amount of money collected goes," Cochrane said.
According to Wiersma,each project that
gives money to the United Way contributes
to a fund whose goal is a total of $1.6
million. VOICE contributes to this fund
regularly.
All students from the university were
invited to participate and collect pledges,
but a large portion of those who took part
were members of the Greek system.
"Delta Zeta, Delta Upsilon, Alpha Phi
Omega, and Lambda Chi Alpha were the
groups that participated the most and collected the most money for the walk-about.
They deserve to be recognized for that,"
Cochrane said.
The walk-about started at8 a.m. Saturday
and continued until 8 a.m. Sunday.
"It would have been nice to have more
people participate, but I'm pretty happy
about how it went," Cochrane said.

The Maine Campus—
We know where you live.

By Deborah Seward
MOSCOW(AP)- U.S. Ambassador Robert Strauss said Monday the United States
should "risk a couple of billion bucks" in aid
to the Soviet Union to help prevent food riots
during the coming winter.
He told reporters he had urged the seven
richest democracies, whose deputy finance
ministers are meeting in Moscow, to find a
formula for the Soviet republics to defer
repayment of their estimated $81 billion
foreign debt.
The senior officials from the top industrialized nations - the so-called Group of Seven
- began talks with Kremlin and republic leaders Monday on the debt payments and economic cooperation.
In the month since the Group of Seven's
last meeting in Moscow, food shortages
have grown more severe and the ruble has
been devalued.
To try to fix the economy, the powerful
Russian republic on Saturday took steps to
gain control over the money supply, foreign
currency and trade in oil,gold,and diamonds.
Assistance from the Group of Seven - the
United States, Italy, Britain, France, Canada,
Germany and Japan - is critical to the Soviet
Union's chances of weathering the economic
crisis and achieving free-market reforms.
The Group of Seven has already pledged
billions of dollars in aid to the Soviet Union,
but the prospect of a default on the nation's
$81 billion foreign debt has led to a greater

role in monitoring economic reform efforts.
Some Soviet officials have suggested
the Group of Seven may defer some debt
payments or provide emergency relief. President Mikhail S. Gorbachev made his first
plea for help to the Group of Seven in July
in London.
He is specifically asking the Bush administration for $2.5 billion in credits to buy U.S.
farm products for the cold months ahead.
Strauss, a former Democratic National
Committee chairman who took up his post as
ambassador during the failed hard-line coup
in August,told a group of Western reporters:
"I don't think we are going to see anothercoup
here. But if things get tough, we could see
people in the streets."
"I would rather risk a couple of billion
bucks and say,'Well, it didn't work out,than
not spend it and be looking a fascist situation
here and say,'My God'if we had only helped
them," he said.
Strauss declined to comment directly on
the Group of Seven meeting, but he said that
deferring Soviet debt payments was in everyone's interest.
Russia took on responsibility for the
nation's economic future last week with
sweeping decrees by Russian President Boris N. Yeltsin.
Yeltsin canceled the artificial exchange
rates for the ruble as of Jan. 1. The move
would put the country significantly closer to
having a freely convertible currency - a key
element for large-scale foreign investment in
the Soviet Union.
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* Campus housing

win Estabrooke notjust dorms
By Ennn Sullivan
Volunteer Writer
The University of Maine's Guest Housing
program not only provides a place for students to stay over breaks, it also provides
rooms for university-oriented groups or people visiting the campus for conferences, special events or to see a student.
There are three main masons why residence
halls are closed to students who may want to
remain here over breaks, said Gregg Allen,
manager of guest housing facilities at UMaine.
'The buildings are staffed primarily by
students, and these resident assistants and directors need the opportunity to go home over
breaks like any other students," Allen said.
The low numbers of students remaining
over breaks would make it difficult and expensive to maintain housekeeping staff in the
residence halls, Allen said.
"It would be less cost-effective than offer-

ing the guest housing facilities," he said.
The housing contracts for dorm rooms do
not include the option of remaining during
vacation periods, Allen said.
For $12 per day, per person at double
occupancy,or$19for single occupancy,individuals or groups affiliated with UMaine,
including students who may remain over
breaks,may stay in Estabrooke or Dunn Halls.
Students do not need cash for these accommodations, as they can have it billed to
their accounts, Allen said.
The guest housing rooms are equipped
with small refrigerators, linens and towels. A
small kitchen is also available in the basement
of Dunn Hall, Allen said.
Providing students with a place to stay
over breaks was a spin-off benefit ofthe guest
housing project.
'There are many other university affiliated groups and individuals the program provides rooms for," Allen said.

they're guest housing

Guest housing offers a place for visiting
parents, relatives and professors to stay, and it
allows for year-round conferences at UMaine.
Visiting athletic teams have expressed interest in
using the facilities next year, Allen said.
The guest housing program saw prosperity over both Family and Friends and Homecoming weekends, according to Allen.
"This program gives university officials,
parents and others a chance to come here
when they may not have the money to spend
on hotel rooms for an entire weekend,he said.
Many of the university guests have said
they were pleased UMaine was offering guest
housing, Allen said.
Allen said he has provided rooms for a
diversity of guests including Egyptian farmers, professors, telecommunications consultants,parents with small children and the Bread
and Puppet theater group.
Allen said approximately 40 students
stayed in guest housing over October break.

"If the demand for guest housing became
great enough sometime in the future, Corbett
Hall could be re-opened for guest services,"
Allen said.
One student said he does not agree with the
system used for students staying on-campus.
"Ifyou are paying to goto school hereand you
have to stay for some reason such as being on a
sports team or not having the money for a plane
ticket home, you should not have to pay to stay
hew," said Mark Hatch,a UMaine sophomore.
Parents may benefit from the guest housing program, as they will be able to afford to
visit more often.
'The guest housing is good for parents and
friends who want to come up and stay without
having to pay the price for a regular hotel
room," said first-year Androscoggin hall resident Stephanie Roy.
The cost of a regular dormitory room is
slightly more expensive,approximately $12.50
per day for a single room.

•Energy

Japanese
investing in
solar-power
By David Thurber
Associated Press Writer
SUMOTO, Japan (AP) - In several decades, desert wastelands will shimmer with
solar panels that supply most of the world's
energy. That's what Yukinori Kuwano predicts, and he's no idle dreamer.
It was thanks to Kuwano's dreams that
his company,Sanyo Electric Co., became a
top maker of solar cells.
Kuwano, general manager of research
and development at Sanyo,says the world's
energy consumption could be supplied by
solar panels deployed in deserts. Superconducting cables would route the power to
regions with less sunlight.
The years of research paid off when the
world oil crisis hit in 1972, and Kuwano
applied his experience to the development
of solar cells. As a result, Sanyo became the
first company to manufacture amorphous
silicon solar cells. It is now the world's
largest maker ofthat type,frequently used in
calculators and other consumer products.
This time, Kuwano dreams of a world
powered by enormous solar-cell arrays
linked together in international grids, with
the sunny side of the world providing
electricity to the side that's in the middle
of night.
Such a system, he says, would replace
declining petroleum supplies and dramatically lessen pollution, acid rain and global warming.
In the year 2000, he calculates, solar
cells could replace the equivalent of 3.65
billion gallons of oil, the anticipated consumption of primary energy sources.
The most daunting obstacles may be
economic rather than technical. Solar cells
still are more expensive than fossil fuels,
despite recent progress in electrical efficiency and production cost.
A solar panel that produces one watt of
electricity costs about $5 today, compared
to nearly $200 15 years ago. By the year
2015 that should drop to 50 cents, Kuwano
says, making solar power competitive with
electrical generating plants.
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Now's the right time to buy an Apple®
Macintosh® computer system. Because right now
you can save big on Apple's most popular computers and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is
the right computer to help you achieve your best,
throughout college and beyond.
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CASH IN
ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a qualified student with good
grades,
apply now for a scholarship from Army
ROTC.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition,
most
books and fees, plus $100 per school
month.
They also pay off with leadership expe
rience
and officer credentials impressive
to future
employers.

ARMY ROTC
Find out more:
Contact Captain Joe Burns
Rm.114 Armory,581-1125

CORPS

• UM Soccer coach Jim Dyer suspended by NAC
•Tim Dennis leaves Black Bear hoop team
• Field Hockey keeper VVinstel named NAC Rookie of the Year

The Campus •UMaine Men's Basketball
Dennis leaves Black Bears as opener nears
Sports Ticker Coach Rudy Keeling gets letters ofintent from Arena and Smith
UMaine men's soccer
Coach Jim Dyer
suspended by NAC
The North Atlantic Conference has
placed two men's soccer coaches on probation for the 1992 season.
The decision was made as a result
of unprofessional behavior and published remarks made by UMaine Coach
Jim Dyer and Michael Noonan of New
Hampshire relative to a decision made
by the Commissioner's Office and the
NAC's Executive Committee that a
game between teams from the two institutions, which was interrupted by
darkness on Oct 30, would be played
to its natural conclusion on the following day.
Additionally,Coach Dyer will be suspended from the Black Bears'first league
contest in the 1992 season for failure to
accept a league directive in the wake of
his published comments on Oct 30 and
Nov 1.
"The game interruption was handled
fairly," Commissioner Stu Haskell noted,"and both institutions' administrators
agreed in advance to accept the Executive Committee's decision regarding game
disposition in good spirit. Unfortunately,
this was not reflected by their coaches'
subsequent actions."
Haskell said that the conference does
not condone the actions of coaches who
publicly criticize each other, officiating,
or decisions made relative to conference
programs and related activities.

Both Black Bear teams
voted second in preseason hoop polls
The University of Maine men's and
women's basketball teams have each been
voted second in the North Atlantic Conference pre-season coaches poll.
The men's team is selected to finish
behind consensus favorite Delaware who
is in their first season in the NAC.
The women of Trish Roberts are
without all-everything Rachel Bouchard
for the first time in four years making
Vermont the coaches' pick to win the
conference.

Lions Utley remains
paralyzed
Detroit Lions lineman Mike Utley
remains paralyzed from a neck injury,
and doctors say it will probably be atleast
Wednesday before they can determine if
the paralysis is permanent.
Either way, doctors said, Utley's
NFL career likely is finished. The 25
year-old was injured in a freak accident
while pass-blocking in the Lions' 2110 victory over the Los Angeles Rams
on Sunday.

By Chad Finn
Sports Writer
The University of Maine men's basketball team received some bad news Monday
when sophomore forward Tim Dennis announced he had left the team and planned to
transfer at the end of the fall semester.
Dennis,a native ofPompton Plains, N.J.,
said his reason for leaving is that he would
like to study Marine Biology, a curriculum
not offered at UMaine. Currently enrolled
in the Zoology program. He plans to transfer
to a school closer to home.
UMaine Coach Rudy Keeling supported
Dennis' decision.
"He came to Maine with an interest in
science, and he began studying Zoology,"
said Keeling in a Monday press release_
"Now he has decided to study Marine
Biology, and he's taking steps to pursue
those goals."
Dennis said his decision was based strictly on academic reasons.
"My decision has nothing to do with basketball," said Dennis."I told Coach Keeling a
week ago that I was thinking about leaving,
and I didn't go to practice all week. Monday
I told him that I was leaving for sure."
Dennis was ranked 14th academically in
his class at Pompton Plains High School,
where he scored 1,084 points in his threeyear career.
Last season at UMaine,he started 24 out
of 29 games at the small forward slot, contributing 2.6 points and 2.1 rebounds per
game in helping UMaine to the North Atlantic Conference finals. He also ranked fourth
on the team with 38 assists.
"Losing him will hurt our team," said
Keeling. "He's a great kid. In all likeli-

hood, he would have been in our top six or
seven this year. Not having his understanding and quick grasp of the game will hurt
our program."
Black Bear Notes:
UMaine received National Letters of Intent within the last week from two of Keel-

career. Other schools recruiting him included
Duquesne,James Madison and the University of Miami.
"We think Casey is exactly what we
need," said Keeling in a Monday press
release."He's a point guard who can shoot
and a real leader. He's the type of young
man that can help us for four years. He's cut
out in the Marty Higgins mold (UMaine's
current captain and point guard). He's a
tough, brash player, who's more athletic,
can score more, and still play within the
realm of point guard."
Smith, who attended Northwestern Prep
in Watertown, Wis., was coveted by many
schools because of his unlimited potential.
Among the schools after his services were
Wyoming, nationally -ranked Utah, and
former national champion Kansas.
Keeling is excited about acquiring
Smith's services.
"He's not only the biggest kid we've
ever recruited, he's the truest center we've
ever recruited" said Keeling."He's athletic
and can shoot from 15 feet and he's still
growing. When he stops growing, we'll
have a big jewel in the rough."
Smith still must pass the SAT exam
before he is eligible to play at UMaine. He
missed scoring 700 (the minimum to be
Tim Dennis.
athletically eligible) the first time he took
the test, and is awaiting the results of his
ing's top recruits for the 1991-92 season.
second try.
Six-foot guard Casey Arena of Beverly,
Keeling was pleased with the contribuMass., and 6-foot-10 center Reggie Smith of tions of his assistants in landing the recruits.
Watertown, Wis., will attend UMaine next
"In a situation where we had to have a
season, pending admission into the universi- good recruiting year, my assistants (Mike
Jaskulski and Mike LaPlante)both rolled up
tY.Arena attended Bishop Fenwick High their sleeves and got us involved with some
School in Peabody, Mass., where he has of the finest talent since I've been here. To
scored over 1,300 points in his three-year bring in athletes of this quality speaks well
of their recruiting talents."

•Hockey East

New Hampshire offto best start ever at 7-0
By Tim Hopley
Sports Writer
Early on in Hockey East league action,
the key words are parity and the University
of New Hampshire,
•The Wildcats from Durham have jetted
out to their best start ever at 7-0(2-0 in HE).
Coach Dick Umile's charges downed Boston College at Chesnut Hill 5-4 Friday, the
first time they've ever won at Conte Forum,
before returning home to chalk up another
one 6-4 over Northeastern.
UNE'has scored first in all seven games
and has led after two period in each as well,
Domenic Amodeo, Joe Flanagan and
Scott Morrow pace the offense with nine
goals apiece.
Netminder Jeff Levy is 6-0 overall, 2-0
in HE. He holds a 2.22 overall goals against
average and a .926 save percentage.
•Close on the tails of the 'Cats are surprising UMass/Lowell. The Chiefs, under
former UMaine assistant Bruce Crowder,
are also 2-0 in league play (4-3 overall),
UMass/Lowell dispatched Merrimack 5-4
last Wednesday before shocking Providence
8-6 at Providence Saturday night.
Senior winger Dave Gatti recorded his

second career hat trick in the win at Providence. He and Mike Murray (10 goals
five assists-15 points/2-3-5 HE) lead the
team in scoring,
•The University of Maine Black Bears
are also tied for the league lead although the
Black Bears have lost a league contest. The
hometown team is 4-1 overall, 2-1 in HE.
In the past week UMaine fell from the
top spot in the national rankings, losing to
No.4 Boston University 5-4 Friday night at
Walter Brown Arena.The next night though,
the Black Bears of Coach Shawn Walsh
came out like a team possessed, scoring
eight goals against the younger Terriers,
winning 8-1.
"The line," comprised of HE Player of
the Week Jim Montgomery (3-11-14/3-58 HE), Jean-Yves Roy (5-6-11/2-6-8 HE)
and Brian Downey (4-4-8/3-3-6 HE)lead
the HE in individual scoring. Co-captain
Scott Pellerin (3-4-7/3-1-4 HE) has also
been immense of late.
Garth Snow continues to do yeoman
work in the net for UMaine.Snow has played
each of the Black Bears five games and is 41 with a 2.39 GAA (2-1 2.00 GAA in HE).
•When the pre-season coaches poll came
out in HE,the leagues coaches picked Prov-

idence College to finish second behind
UMaine. Well thus far, the play of Coach
Mike McShane's Friars have left something to be desired.
Providence did manage to shutout Northeastern 6-0 Friday before being stunned by
UMass/Lowell 8-6 the following night.
Senior Rob Gaudreau has been moved
permanently back to defense where he
notched two goals and four assists last week.
In four games at forward Gaudreau chalked
up three goals and four assists, at defense he
put up 4-6-10 numbers in the same number
of games.
The Friars have killed 50 of 53 penalties
(94.3 percent) this season.
•The No.5 Boston University Terriers
split an early season grudge match with
UMaine, winning 5-4 before falling 8-1.
Coach Jack Parker felt the emotions of
his young team played a major role in the 81 loss."We took too many stupid penalties
and (1.1Maine's) first line dominated us,"
Parker said.
The Terriers are 5-1 on the young season
(1-1 HE),a record the Parker thinks isn't all
that bad.
Scc HOCKEY EAST on page 19
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•UMaineNankee Conference Football

Black Bears look ahead; three
YanCon teams seek playoffs

UMaine Athlete ofthe Week

By Jeff Pin kham

backs. That will be our main objective."
Ferentz also listed defensive back and offensive line as other major recruiting concerns.
University of Maine football Coach Kirk
Another objective for Ferentz is to improve
Ferentz admitted back-to-back 3-8 seasons the
team's confidence.
were not what he expected when he took the
"We have to work hark on the confidence
job in Orono.
and mental state of the team, which can't he
But he said being negative is not going to very
high after coming offa 3-8 year," he said.
help the situation.
Jeff DelRosso is this week's University
"Ourjob as coaches is to show them we can be
"Right now, we're going to move in the a
ofMaine Athlete ofthe Week
good team. To sell them on the fact that we
direction of planning for next year," he said.
DelRosso, playing in his final game at
have good players and that we can win with the
"There's a lot of examination and reflection
UMaine,completed 21-of-32 passes for 332
talent we have, and that's a challenge for us."
that needs to be done. There isn't any facet of
yards and three touchdowns, replacing inOne positive heading into next year apthe program that won't be looked at, and that
jured starter Emilio Colon in the Black Bears
pears to be at quarterback, where first-year
begins with me.I'd like to think I was a better
season finale win over Towson State 49-34.
player Emilio Colon and Rutgers transfer
coach this year than last and I'd like to imDelRosso finished the season with a
Jason Cue will battle for starting honors.
prove next season."
team high seven touchdown passes in just
"Emilio looked very good at times, and
Ferentz said his biggest concern now is to not
five games. He also completed 53.5 percent
so good at other times. But he was a
bring in another strong recruiting class.
ofhis passes(46-for-86)good for630 yards.
freshman quarterback and you have to expect
"It's very important that we have another that,"
The senior from Chesire,Conn finishes
said Ferentz.
good recruiting year like we did last year," he
his UM aine career with 1576 yards on 131Cue sat out the year after transferring from
said. "A sign of stability is numbers in the
Rutgersand looked good in practice,said Ferentz.
senior class, and that's done through recruit"He looked very good in practice,now it's •College
Basketball
ing. We had a great group of men in this year's
a matter of seeing how he can fit into a
class, there just was not enough of them."
structured environment and how he responds
Two of the key graduating seniors are on the
field," he said.
running backs Carl Smith and Paul Capriotti.
Around the Yankee Conference
Virginia(AP) - The Virginia Cavaliers
both big-play performers during their careers.
The early word is that the Yankee Confer- hopes will
be carried by senior forward
'Those two guys have been incredible, ence will
be represented by three teams in the Bryant Stith this
season while Florida State
and that's going to leave a big hole in the
Division I-AA playoffs. Delaware has already makes
its inaugural appearance in the Atlanbackfield," said Ferentz.
been informed it will host a playoff game.
tic Coast Conference.
Thathole will be filled partly by Ben Simians,
Villanova, guaranteed a tie for the YC title is
These are just two of the nine teams in
a5-foot-9,210-pound tailback who was redshirt- expell
ed to get an invitation aking with UNH.The the toughest
conference in the nation.
ed this year. Sirmans rushed 213 times for 908
Wildcatscan aLsochneh atie with a winoverUMass.
North Carolina State, minus Rodney
yards in his previous three years at UMaine.
'There's a good chance that all three of us Monroe
and Chris Corchiani will look to
"Ben is a very talented player and he should will get
in there, and on any given day, we're Bryant Feggins
and Tom Gugliotta to pick
step in and do a good job," said Ferentz."But all
possible of being national champs," said up the burde
n.
we have got to recruit some other running Villan
ova Coach Andy Talley.
Maryland hopes to ride the play of Walt
Sports Writer

Jeff DelRosso
Senior
Quarterback
Football
of-306 passing with 12 TD's and 13 ince' ceptions.
DelRosso was a back-up to Mike Buk.-k
for his first two seasons in Orono. In his
junior year the 6-foot DeIRosso took over
the starting duties before going down with a
shoulder injury.
DelRosso is a business administration
major and former four-sport standout at
Chesire High School.
Others considered for the weekly award
were tailback Carl Smith and hockey forward Jim Montgomery.

Blue Devils tops in ACC Poll
Williams as their NCAA probation ends, he
should anchor the teams attack.
Clemson is expected to finish last, partly
because it has to replace Dale Davis and
Ricky Jones,as well as center Wayne Buckingham, who hurt his knee.
Duke,the pre-season consensus No. 1 is
the league favorite followed by the in-state
rival Tar Heels. Georgia Tech under Bobby
Cremins is picked third with the Deamon
Decons of Wake Forest looking to stay in
the upper echelon of the league.

ROOMMATE NEEDED
for Spring & Summer
to share a luxurious one bedroom apartment in Orono with
in walking distance to campus.
You pay only $247/mo plus electricity (about $ 1 5/mo) and
phone. Heat/hot water included. 866-5953 nights.

Experience a New U.
House of Rao

Study Abroad through the International Student Exchange Program!

Old Town Plaza • Next to YMCA

One hundred forty universities thro
ughout the world, many with
English language programs—even wher
e it's not the native language.
Plus, if you take advantage of this oppor
tunity, all you pay are regular
University of Maine rates (transportation
and personal spending
excluded).

827-6144

r
16" Large Cheese Pizza
& 2 12 oz.Pepsi

10" Small Cheese Pizza
& 160L Pepsi

only

only

$4.99

$2.99

Coupon good 11/20/91-11/26/91
Delivery 504 per order

I
JL

Coupon good 11/20/91-11/26/91
Delivery 50(per order

So participate in an UMaine exch
ange program with Austria,
Bulgaria, Canada, England, France, Germ
any, Ireland, Japan, New
Zealand, Wales, and others! Apply
now for 1992-93 placements!
Learn more about ISEP Tuesday,
November 19, 3:30-4:30pm, in the
Old Town Room, and Wednesday,
November 20, 3-4pm, in the 1912
Room (as well as the Study Abroad
Office,
rooms 200 and 203, Roger Clapp
Greenhouses).

from
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"Heck, 5-1 isn't all that bad and 1-1
in
league is pretty good. We've got two out
of
three of the toughest league games behind
us. We're in pretty good shape,"Parker said.
The 8-1 loss was the worst suffered by
a
BU team at Walter Brown Arena since Boston College thrashed the "Puppies" 10-1 on
January 8, 1985.
•Speaking of Boston College, the even
younger Eagles have fallen upon tough
times. Teams should be advised to take
advantage of it before all those first-year
players grow up.
BC enters week two of league play at 12 with a 2-5-1 overall mark. Coach Len
Ceglarski'S players had a relatively easy
week this past week,playing only one game,
a 5-4 loss to UNH.
The time off was spent working on the
team power play and it paid off with four
man-advantage goals against the Wildcats.
David Frarcsoza(5-4-9/2-1-3 HE)scored
his team high fifth goal in the loss. Marc
Reran leads the team in points with 2-7-9/04-4 HE numbers.
Goalie Scott LaGrand has been rusty
after serving his NCAA suspension, the
junior is 1-3 with a 4.25 GAA.He is 1-2 with
a 3.33 GAA in league action.
•It was a tough week for new Coach Ben
Smith of Northeastern. His Huskies fell on
consecutive nights 6-0 to Providence and 64 at New Hampshire.
Winger Sebastien LaPlante (5-3-8)
sparks the offense for the 3-3 Huskies(0-2
HE)who play UMass/Lowell Tuesday and
Boston College Friday.
The league's last place team,the Merrimack College Warriors still have a winning overall record (4-3, 0-2 HE). In fact
every HE team with the exception of Boston
College has at least a .500 record.
The Warriors dropped a heart-breaker
to UMass/Lowell 5-4 last Wednesday before routing American International College 12-1 Friday.
•Coach Ron Anderson's skaters are led
by tri-captain Agostino Casale who has 22
points on 11 goals and assists. In HE, the
diminutive Casale has a goal and two assists
in Merrimack's two outings. Teal Fowler
(7-5-12/2-1-3 HE)has helped.
Steve D'Amore shoulders the majority
of the work between the pipes with a 4.01
GAA (3.53 HE).
•Upcoming HE schedule.
Nov 19
Merrimack at Boston College
UMass/Lowell at Northeastern
Nov 21
Alaska-Fairbanks at UMaine
Nov 22
Alaska-Fairbanks at UMaine
Kent St at Merrimack
Boston College at Northeastern
Boston University at Providence
Nov 23
Boston University at New Hampshire
Kent St at UMass/Lowell
Nov 24
Merrimack at Providence(NESN)

Hockey home
opener Thursday
at 7:00 p.m.
versus AlaskaFairbanks

unnaine notes

UMaine Black Bear end ofthe season athletic notes
Field Hockey
The University of Maine Black Bear
field hockey team finished its season with an
impressive 9-7-1 record.
With a new coach (Terry Kix), the
loss of a goalkeeper and other key players, the teams performance said a lot for
its' members.
Individually,first-year goalkeeper Mary
Lou Winstel, from Berlin, N.J., was named
the unanimous choice as North Atlantic
Conference Rookie of the Year.
In a turnaround season, she helped the
Black Bears, tallying six shutouts while
compiling a 1.19 goals against average. She
was also was named NAC Rookie of the
Week on two occasions.
Winstel though was not the only player
on UMaine to receive individual acclaim.
Sophomore midfielder Suzanne Plesman,
from the Hague, The Netherlands, was

named to the 1991 NAC All-Conference
Team for her efforts.
Plesman is the NAC's second-leading
scorer and the top goal scorer with 14 goals
and four assists for 18 points.
Unfortunately for Black Bear field hockey fans, Plesman will be returning to her
homelands once the school year concludes.
Other members of the All-Conference
Team include:
Forwards: Debra Sweeney, Northeastern; Lisa Barone, Boston Univirsity; Leslie
Ambinder, Boston University.
Midrielders: Bret* Canning, University of New Hampshire;Plesman,UMaine;
and Kelly Wilk, Northeastern.
Backs: Chris LaPointe, Boston University; Jody Rathbun, Vermont;Tracy Toupin,
University of New Hampshire; and Kelly
West, Northeastern.
Goalkeeper: Kari Suiter, Vermont.

Football Stats
Rushing Leaders
Caprioni
205 for 823
8TD
Smith
154 for 641
4Th
Willey
020 for 107
1TD
Curran
016 for 069
3TD
Passing Leaders
Colon
I 16-for-218 - 1325 yards
DelRosso
046-for-086 - 630 yards
Receiving Leaders
Szydlowski 3I-for-407 yards 3TD
Davis
25-for-346 yards 2TD
Capriotti
20-for-I98 yards 1TD
C.Smith
19-for-236 yards 0Th
Squires
16-for-196 yards 0Th
Individual Tackles
Murph
46
45
91
Harris
39
45
84
Dube
35
36
71
Boston
37
32
69
Girard
33
19
52

Greatest Football
Bloopers!
"Football Fever Strikes Again!" is
an all new, exciting sequel of the
reatest NFL bloopers and
unbelievable non-stop action
football has to offer!

Video showing November 21
7:30 PM TO 8:10 PM

in the Damn Yankee

Here's more hilarious football
comedy as we take a look at
coaches, players and fans
performing at their best!(and
worst!)
The Pros Speak Out!
These dedicated athletes speak out
on how they have found meaning
and purpose in their lives through
a personal relationship to Jesus Christ.

irla4t es_
Responding to a Person 2 Person ad
Just call 1-900-988-5035 from any touch-tone phone where you receive
a bill and enter the 5-digit ffnumber of the ad that interests you. If your
phone is set to pulse instead of tone, you'll need to set it to tone after
accessing the system. You may then leave a response, enter another
ffnumber, or browse through other messages. (Calls cost Si .99/min.)

Placing your free Person 2 Person ad
You can place your ad by calling 581-1273 or by stopping by our offices
in Lord Hall. All Person 2 Person ads are free and kept confidential. When
you place your ad you'll be given a voice mailbox vnumber and a toll free
number to call to receive your messages. After you receive your box number
you'll need to record a greeting for people leaving messages for you.

-77=SEINM=NNEvonsffirk.

SVVM seeking lady 20-29who considers herself slim

and attractive. I'm into movies, bowling, watching
videos at home, visiting nice restaurants and
rollerskating Tr10001
Roommate needed to share a wicked niceapartment
close to campus. One bedroom, $250 per month
heat & hot water included. tr10000
S= single

D=divorced

SRCM (single rugged & cuddly male) seeks SIAMF
(single intelligent, attractive and mature female)2024 to do fun stuff with. Emotional stability a plus.
fl'10003

SVVF looking for platonic relationship with SWM
18-23. I'm into music,sports and fast cars. No egos.
tr10004
W=white 8=black M=male F=female

Rules & Deadlines
Maine Campus Person 2 Person ads are for people seeking a means of screening calls while retaining anonymity. Person 2 Person ads are ideal for singles
seeking relationships, apartment/house dwellers seeking roommates, or employers seeking applicants for a job,among other things. No full names,sheet
addresses or phone numbers will be included in ads. The Maine Campus will refuse ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services. Ads containing explicit
sexual or anatomical language will not be accepted. We reserve the right to edit or refuse any ad. All Person 2 Person ads must be placed by 5:00 pm
2 working cloys prior to the date of publication and will remain in effect for 2 weeks. Ads ore limited to 140 characters.
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SportsShorts
Auburn men's basketball,
tennis on probation

*

Top pick signs with Pacers

AUBURN, Ala.(AP) - The NCAA on
Monday concluded its investigation of two
sports at Auburn, men's basketball and tennis, by placing them on pfobation for two
years,including a ban on any postseason play
by the basketball team this season.
"We're obviously going through some
very difficult times here at Auburn,"said Pat Dye,the school's athletic director and football coach.
The basketball team admitted to recruiting violations that occurred soon after coach
Tommy Joe Eagles was hired in April 1989.
The focus ofthe investigation,assistant coach
Ralph Radford,was reassigned to non-coaching duties for one year as part of NCAA and
school-imposed sanctions.
The tennis program was cited for violations of the "extra benefits" rule committed
by former coach Hugh Thomson and his staff.
Thomson was forced to resign after it was
learned he had loaned thousands of dollars to
his players and their relatives.
"This was a major case,"said Chuck Smart,
an NCAA director of enforcement.
It was the fifth time Auburn has been
penalized by the NCAA since 1956, arid a
sixth case (football) could he on the horizon.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - It took longer
than expected to get Dale Davis into an Indiana Pacers uniform.The Pacers are feeling the
wait was worthwhile after his NBA debut.
The6-foot-11 forward from Clemson ended his holdout Monday, and the three-time
Atlantic Coast Conference rebounding leader
made an immediate impression on his new
teammates in a 118-101 victory over the
Detroit Pistons.
Davis didn't score, but he had two blocks
and five rebounds in 13 minutes of the only
NBA game played Monday night.
"It's been a long wait for me and I'm very
excited. It gotfrustrating at times,but you deal
with it," Davis said.
"I thought his defense for his first game
deserves respect. He was a presence on the
floor and I think he'll get respect quickly,"
said Indiana coach Bob Hill.

NBC misses Irish bowl-boat
When NBCagreed to telecast Notre Dame's
home football games for five years,the network
knew the deal had limitations. You can only buy
so much of a good thing for $35 million.
So,when NBC is proudly showing off No.
1 Miami in the Orange Bowl the night of Jan.
1,the competition will be No. 17 Notre Dame

in the Sugar Bay! on ABC.
"It's ironic," said Ken Schanzer, executive vice president ofNBC Sports."It's something we anticipated. We agreed the first time
we talked that they would have freedom when
it came to bowls. All things being equal, we'd
just as soon not compete with them. The
bottom line is we're delighted to have them in
the regular season."
More ironic is that Notre Dame could have
gone to the Fiesta Bowl, another NBC property but less prestigious than the Sugar Bowl.
"We were interested in Notre Dame,"said
John Junker,executive director of the Fiesta.
"When Tennessee beat them, we went into a
mode that saw us work to attract the best
quality teams we could."
That turned out to be No.7 Tennessee and
No. 10 Penn State, who beat Notre Dame on
successive Saturdays.
"Ironic, isn't it?" Junker said.
The Fiesta payoff is $2 million per team.
The Sugar Bowl pays $3.55 million per team.

No fine for Dallas coach
Jimmy Johnson
NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue let Dallas Cowboys coach Jimmy Johnson off without
a fine for his post-game tirade against the officials and also acknowledged an error by referee

Maine Campusclassifieds
jobs
EARN $3,000 - $5,000(between now
and April) as a Filene's Basement vacation outlet sales manager for on-campusspring break travel marketing. Manage sales reps on campuses throughout Maine. Great promotional experience! Call Jim:(617) 262-3734.
EARN HUNDREDS WEEKLY MAILING BROCHURES FROM DORM/
HOME! EASY WORK! FREE DETAILS!
RUSH S.A.S.EnvIp. to Dept. C-100 P.O.
Box 1068 Forked River, NJ 08731.
Earn extra money. Looking for people
to market an all natural, skin, hair, and
nutrition products. Call 942-4441.

study abroad
Is this the week you'll check out
studying somewhere in Canada next
Fall? Call 4220 or visit the CanadianAmerican Center, 154 College Ave.
Need a change and a challenge?
Graduate on schedule, but develop a
new perspective. Study Abroad.
To learn about Study Abroad or NSE
visit Room 200 Green house, 9-11, 24 daily. Apply now for 1992-93.

stufffor sale
New and used mountain bikes on
sale at Acadia Bike & Canoe. Bar
Harbor. Shop now for Christmas Savings. 91 Cannondale rentals reg
1600.00 now $399.00. All New Cannondales S100.00 off.91 Nishiki mountain bikes from $279.00(over $1 00.00
savings!) Similar savings on all remaining 1991 bikes. Nishiki Alien Deore XT
from $599.00. Ladies Giant Iguana
mountain bikes from $259.00. Save
10% on any used bike with your
student ID. 25% off all helmets. Open
9:00 AM - 6:00 PM Thursday thru
Monday. Across from the Bar Harbor
Post Office 288-9605.
New Salmon 5x41 ski boots. Retail
$200+. Sell for $100. Didn't fit. Call
866-3421.
Plane ticket for Thanksgiving break.
One way from Bangor to Boston, Cincinnati or Raleigh, Tuesday November
26th,$323 Value for a low price of $50.
Call Dave at 866-2040
Plane ticket: Round-trip Bangor to
D.C. for Thanksgiving break. $125 or
b.o. Call Kim at 581-4744.

Study Abroad Exchange Programs are
affordable. Vtany countries. Pay UM
rates. Investigate opportunities.

roommates

ISEP 140 universities throughoutthe
world. Study in the English language.
Get applications. See ad.

Roommate Wanted starting end of
Dec to share three bedroom apt in
Bangor $166/month+utils. Call 9477276.

strippers
Beyond your wildest dreams professional male strippers the best for less.
Exotica discounts. Call 947-4406.

Roommate Needed for Spring semester to share 3 bedroom apt. in
Orono. $127/month + utilities. Call
866-3805.

Bob McElwee in the Denver-KansasCity game.
'There were several highlights during the
twelfth weekend,"said Joe Browne,the NFL's
vice-president for communications."Unfortunately this one Sunday, the officiating was
not one of them."
Johnson,whocalled the Cowboys'22-9loss
to the New York Giants "the worst-officiated
game I'veever been involved with,"assumed he
would be fined following remarks after the
cowboys' 22-9 loss to the New York Giants.
He even said,"I'll have to check my bank
account to see how much money I have."
Instead,he wasonly warned that ifhe repeats
his performance it would cost him $7,500.
"It's because of his good record in the time
he's been in the league," Browne said.

Baby greater prize than
Wimbledon,says Evert
NEW YORK(AP)- Tennis star Chris Evert
has won six U.S. Opens,seven French Opens,
three Wimbledons and two Australian Opens.
but having a baby was the greatest prize of all.
"The great high of wining Wimbledon lasts
for about a week. You do go down in the record
books,but you don't have anything tangible to
hold on to," the new mother said in the latest
issue ofPeople magazine."But having a baby,
there just isn't any comparison."

call.581-1273
for your classified ad.

apartments

lost Sr found

College Park near UMO. Studio + 1
bdrm apts avail now and for spring
semester starting at 1325. 866-4832

Lost: black hip pack in the Den on 1 1 /
14. Would really like it returned. Call
Shauna at 4774, room 134.

2 BR spacious townhouse apt. with
2 baths conveniently located off Park
St. Orono Call 990-5817 or 862-2061.
ORONO.WASHBURN PLACE. $660/
mo. Luxury 2BR Townhome w/basement.Dec/Jan Availabilities. W/D Hookup.'Incl. Heat, water, sewer. No pets.
Sec. Dep. lyr. lease. Close to campus.
Call 945-6955 or 945-5260.
BANGOR. PINEWOOD. $575/mo.
Luxury 2 BR Townhome. 1 1/2 baths.
Washer/dryer. Storage. Heat, water,
sewer Incl. Sec. Dep. No pets. 1 yr.
lease. Call 945-6955 or 945-5260.
1 BR modern furnished apt. Walk to
UM. Quiet, prof. setting. Avail now +
Jan $450/mo plus util. 945-5810.

Lost: Mountain bike, diamond back
ascent/Ex. blue. Lost 10/25. Reward if
found. Call Brain x4180.

travel
Spring Break:Cancun,Bahamasfrom
$259.00includes roundtrip air, 7 nights
hotel, parties, free admission, hotel
taxes and more! Organize a small
group. Earn free trip. 1(800)BEACH IT.

scholarships
Scholarships and financial aid are
available from private funding sources. Financial need unimportant. No
GPA minimums. We guarantee you
sources and money! Free info. Write:
Financial Solutions, P.O. Box 1578,
Dept. TMC, Bangor, ME 04402-1578.

Lost: Between Neville Hall and
Somerset Hall. A sterling link anklet
with rainbow beads. Sentimental attachment. Reward of $10. Contact
Greg at 302 Somerset Hall 581-4826.
Lost on Monday the 11th.
Found: Gold bracelet with "Jean" inscribed on it and a set of keys with a
pink "La Gear" key chain. These items
can be claimed at the Information
Booth in the Memorial Union.
Found: Book,"The Conscious Reader"
Found in Merrill Hall last week. Call
The Maine Campus(581-1273)
Found: Brown + black short-haired
coon cat near N.Main St. Call Sarah at
866-7124.
Found: Blue + white umbrella at Hilltop Market. Ask for Val.

personals
Happy 19th B-day Sarah! Love, J, J,
M, M, T, S, K.

misc.
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience,
replacezippers, hemming,etc,Will pick
+ deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115.
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy!Free
pregnancy test. Call 866-5579.

